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Kick-off
The New Addition will kick-
off Schussboomer Weekend
with a concert at the Memori-
al Gymnasium on February
18th at 7:30 p.m. Folk mu-
sic and folkrock will make
up the program.
the maine
Satchmo in concert
Schussboomer features Forecast '68
Schussboorner activities will begin
with a lively concert by the New
Addition Sunday night, February
IS. at the Memorial Gymnasium.
At this time, the eight king and
queen finalist will be announced.
Starting at 7:30 p.m., the con-
cert will include various types of
singing front folk music to folk-
rock. Members of the New Addi-
tion, formerly the Marsh Island
Trio plus One, are Rick Emery.
Matt Mercier, Jim McKinney and
wife, Leanne.
Tickets for the concert will be
on sale at the Gym prior to the
concert at $.M1 per ticket.
The selection of Ling and queen
this sear will he done entirely
11, student vote. Fraternities and
men's dormitories hale nominated
queen candidates while .01 rrrrr ities
and women's dormitories nomi-
nated king candidates.
Preliminary voting will be held
in the Main Lobby of the Memorial
Union Friday, February 16. be-
tween 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Each per-
son. after showing their student
identification card, is to select two
king candidates and two queen can-
didates from the 40 nominees.
King candidates whose names
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. Library's balloon was
an aerospace 'First'
by Cam MisLsk
Pandora's key recently unlocked
the lid of a dust-ridden box located
in a locked safe in Fogler Library.
The box contains the remains of the
first helium balloon ever to carry a
man into the stratosphere.
There's nothing too exciting about
a deflated, 33 year-old helium bal-
loon, except its pilot, Col. Albert W.
Stevens, was a 1907 graduate of the
University; his flight was a "first";
and the U. S. outdid the Russians in
an earlier attempt by 9,134 feet.
The first unsuccessful flight oc-
curred in 1933 when a 12-man Rus-
sian team soared to a record height
of twelve miles; but the attempt
failed when the expedition crashed.
In 1934 "Bert- Stevens made his
• first attempt at the balloon atmos-
phere record. His co-pilot was Capt.
Orvil A Anderson. The two-man
team sailed 11 miles until the bal-
loon burst, and they were forced to
parachute to safety.
Stevens planned a second attempt,
but the balloon leaked and the as-
cent was cancelled for a later date.
November II, 1935, masted his
first successful flight into the strat-
osphere. Again Stevens and Ander-
son took off from Black Hills, South
Dakota, in what appeared to be a
nine-foot spherical gondola sus-
pended from a helium-filled balloon.
Sponsored by the National Geo-
graphic Society and the U. S Air
Corps, Stevens' sole communication
with the world below WM a two-way
radio They were in a pressurized
cabin, and wore electrically heated
flying suits. This time the trip was a
success and a record height of 13.7
miles was obtained.
This flight became a vital aid to
research. It opened up new horizons
in the number, energy, and direc-
tion of cosmic rays, measured the
brightness of the sun, and gave sci-
entists some idea of the distribution
of ozone within the upper atmos-
phere.
Stevens began his career here at
the university. As an undergraduate,
he was known as the boy from Bel-
fast who ran two miles to and from
Stillwater where he worked in the
power plant in order to pay his way.
He received his B. S. degree In
electrical engineering in 1907; and,
two years later, his master's degree
in the same field. Between 1907 and
1917 Bert worked is the mining
industry.
In 1917, he joined the Army
where his skill as an aerial pho-
tographer resulted in many promo-
tions. During this period, he in-
vented electrical shutters for aerial
cameras as well as optical instru-
ments used in aerial mapping. Ste-
vens became known as America's
ace aerial photographer; and he re-
ceived an award for a photo of ass
eclipse of the sun taken at 26,000
feet
After World War I, Stevens re-
turned to college where he was
awarded an honorary doctor of en-
gineering degree. Two years later,
1934, he received the Distinguished
Flying Cross.
Today, all that remains of this en-
terprising man's work is one large
box, • dedated helium balloon, and
a $1,000 portrait all collecting duo
in a secluded safe in Fogler Library.
Seldom does anyone see the
painting or remember the man who
devoted his entire life to aviatim
and the future of aerospace flight.
Inflatable
have been submitted are Mike Car-
penter representing Androscoggin
Hall; Gary Howard, Alpha Omicron
Pi; Jim Flynn, Alpha Phi; Mark
Whittaker, Balentine Hall and Col-
vin Hall; Donald White, Chi Omega;
Jim Stevenson. Delta Zeta and Hart
Hall; lob Brooks. Hancock Hall;
Paul LeBlanc, Kennebec Hall; Jim
Zanfagna, Knox Hall; Keith Kal-
man, Pi Beta Phi; Al Hodson.
Penobscot Hall; Tom Meisel-, Phi
Mu; Bruce Guerall, Somerset Hall;
Skip Smaha, Delta Delta Delta; and
Ben Russell, York Hall.
Queen candidates are Lois Mc-
Phee for Aroostook Hall; Lynda
Bond. Chadbourne Hall and Esta-
brooke Hall; Carol Swaffield, Cor-
bett Hall; Patty Hogan, Delta Tau
Delta; Lee Sherwood. Dunn Hall;
Betty Lincoln, Gannett Hall; Jane
Holmquist, Lambda Chi Alpha;
Carolyn Hall, Phi Eta Kappa; Sue
Ames, Phi Kappa Sigma; Leah Rae
Bailey, Phi Mu Delta; Laurie
Greener. Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Sue
Bailey, Sigma Chi; Bonnie Veilleux,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Nancy Snow,
Stodder Hall; and Carol Johnston,
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
The eight finalists will be an-
nounced at the New Addition con-
cert. Final voting will be held in
the Lobby of the Union Friday,
February 23, between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m. Crowning of the King and
Queen will be done at the &hos-
sboonser Ball at 10:30 p.m.
At nine a.m. Saturday, February
23, snow sculptures will be judged.
Sculptures will be divided into three
divisions: women's dorms, men's
dorms and fraternities.
Displays will follow the theme,
Forecast '68 and will be judged on
originality, workmanship, and ap-
pearance.
Games will start at 9 a.m. be-
hind the infirmary. Competition
will be strong as the fraternities,
sororities, men's dormitories, and
women's dormitories vie for first
place in snowshoe, toboggan, and
ice sktaing races.
Saturday afternoon Louis Arm-
strong and the All-Stars will present
their concert.
Sunday at 3 p.m. The Association
will give the second Schussboomer
concert.
Chairman of Schussboomer
Weekend is Mike Shinny with Fred
Hodgkins. co-chairman. Student
ad.isors arc Bob Cobb, Jr. and
Dots Barter; faculty advisor is
Professor Trafford; and Dean-in-
Charge is David Rand.
Students turn on with
transcendental Meditation
On SCOMS of college campuses
across the nation, students are turn-
ing away from drugs and substitut-
ing transcendental meditation in
their attempt to be "turned-on."
The motivation for this switch
from drugs to meditation, accord-
ing to the current issue of Look
magazine, stems front the teach-
ings of a diminutive monk from
India. Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,
who gained instant fame as the
"jet-age guru" who guided the
Beatles off LSD by way of "a
new, non-ehemiesd turn-en,"
Maharishi's followers, estimated
worldwide at 250,000 with more
than 5,000 on U. S. campuses, claim
that meditation has cumulative re-
sults, but the immediate effects are
the release of tension and more in-
dividual stability.
One thing that has made peo-
ple so receptive to Maharishi's
message is hallueinohenic drugs,"
• Yale student is quoted in the
magazine. "After having tried
LSD and having meditated for
about a year now. LSD—well—
We just not real." Another youth
reported: "In the week immedi-
ately following my initiation into
meditation, I cut my hair, re-
turned to my family's house, got
a job and registered in a school
for the fall."
About to undergo his initiation,
an 18-year-old stated that transcen-
dental meditation is "supposed to be
like a high and all, but you don't
have to take drugs. You get a self-
satisfied feeling and learn about
yourself. I don't know, but people
who do it sze, so happy and re-
laxed."
To many of the practitioners, not
only does meditation work, but it
works for anything. "Once you
start meditating." one college co-ed
revealed, "you're lots more likely
to make a better choice for a mar-
riage mate."
New gym equipment? Or is this the Iiniversity's idea of
a student swimming pool that must be inflated before tow?
In all truth it is neither. h is a helium balloon that belonged
to ,111.ert W. Stevens, a 1907 graduate of Maine. In 1935 he
made the firs: successful flight into the stratosphere.
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Sunday afternoon, University of Maine journalism stu-
dents and Campus reporters interviewed Senators :ii..msfivId
and Muskie at a news conference which was held at the ETV
studios. Hayes Gahagen, chairman of the Political Lyceum
Committee, acted as moderator for the parley. The interview
will appear on ETV later in the week.
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Mansfield hits
travel tax again
Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield voiced opposition Sunday
to President Johnson's proposed
travel tax and suggested in Its place
the possible two-thirds reduction of
our military forces in Europe and
removal of all military dependents
there.
In a news conference for Uni-
versity of Maine journalism stu-
dents and Campus reporters Sun•
day afternoon, Senator Mansfield
said that the travel tax would be
no more than a "head tax" which
"hits hardest those who can least
afford it"—students, immigrants,
etc.
The Montana senator called the
proposed travel tax "highly ques-
tionable" and added that he does
not believe that it will produce the
revenue the Administration hopes
it will.
Mansfield emphasized at the
same time that he favored the 10
per cent surcharge and would like
to see the house take positive ac-
tion on it. He clarified this by
saying that this would be a tax on
income tax and would only apply
to persons with an annual income
of $5,000 or more.
Senator Mansfield also answered
At Ebasco, engineering is a fine art.
Scientia gratia artis. Orchestral music, with all its
intricate tonal mosaics, is no longer the private pre-
serve of the privileged. And power is one of the reasons.
Power that makes large-scale outdoor concerts a real-
ity; that unites the performing arts with the culture-
hungry world via telecommunications; that reaches out
to satisfy man's material needs by moving his c;ties as
well as his mind.
This is the kind of power you can create at Ebasco
— power that demands engineering closely akin
to art. Its tools: the most modern of technologies—
nuclear engineering, composite structures, systems
design and human imagination to anticipate man's
needs a decade or more in the future.
If you're aiming toward a degree in Electrical,
Mechanical, Civil, Metallurgical or Nuclear Engineer-
ing and would like to apply your ingenuity to attaining
some of man's constructive goals, why not let us tell
you how you can help achieve them at Ebasco...
Engineers, Consultants and Constructors to the
electric utility industry.
To arrange for an on-campus interview, contact
your College Placement Director or write to Mr.
Fredric Jay Wade, College Relations Department,
Ebasco Services incorporated, Two Rector Street,
New York, New York
10006. An Equal Op- EBASCO
portunity Employer. An Electric Bond and Share Company
students' questions on Vietnam and
on the Pueblo incident.
Mansfield was critical of bomb-
ing patterns now employed in North
Vietnam and advocated Senator
Cooper of Kentucky's plan to "re-
strict the bombing to infiltration
routes at the 17th Parallel."
He expressed fear at our cur-
rent bombing plan because we
have bombed "less than 10 sec-
onds from China's border" which
could lead to confrontations with
China if the practice continues.
"We should stay in South Viet-
nam when it comes to bombing,"
he said.
Concerning the Pueblo's capture,
Mansfield called it an "illegal seiz-
ure on the high seas," and empha-
sized that the Pueblo was in inter-
national waters "well outside of the
12 mile limit when it was seized."
The Montana senator repeated
his opinion that we "keep our shirts
on" concerning a solution to the
Pueblo incident.
Mansfield mentioned one sena-
tor's suggestion that we consider
the seizure as an act of war, with
the alternative to go in and tow it
out. "But if you do, you might
bring about a second confronta-
tion with Korea and possible con-
frontation with the Soviet Union
and China," Mansfield said.
He stated that the important thing
in the Pueblo incident is to ''get
the men back alive."
When asked about nuclear wea-
pons being present in Vietnam,
Mansfield said that there is "no
truth to it" and added "it is only
a rumor."
Senator Mansfield later appeared
at a convocation at the University's
Memorial Gymnasium.
The Stodent Senate library ( ten-
nutter at the Fogler Library is spon-
soring, for the second year, a con-
test to select the student at the
University of Maine who has the
finest personal library. This student
will then be eligible to compete in
the national contest sponsored by
Suturduy Review for the Amy Low-
man Award. This national award
offers three prizes which are
$1,000.00 first prize and two $200.
prizes.
To participate in the COIIICNI the
student must present 11) an anno-
tated bibliography of thirty-five
books in his personal library, 1.2)
a list of the books in the student's
library, and 13) a brief essay cover-
ing (a I "how, why, and when I
became interested in building a
personal library. 1b) my ideals for
a complete home library, and I c
ten books I hope to add to my col-
lection."
For the local contest, entries will
be judged by a student-faculty com-
mittee made up of Mrs. Doris F.
Kaplan. Chairman. Reference Divi-
sion of the Foster Library; Robert
Fenderson. Chairman of the Student
Senate Library Committee; Gars
Smith; Deborah Berg; Professor,
Robert Tredwell, James C. NI
Campbell, and Mrs. Judy Halkokr
The closing date for receipt of the
entry is Monday, April 3, 1968. For
further information, interested stu-
dents should consult Mrs. Kaplan
or Bob Fenderson.
Timekeepers needed
The 20th Annual High School
Debate Tournament will be held
next weekend, the 16th and 17th of
February on cainpus lime keepers
are needed for Friday afternoon.
Anyone interested please contact Dr.
Gardner in 310 Stevens.
CLASSIFIED:
Room for rent -Large room for
female only. 5 minutes from campus.
866-4007.
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"I wanted to work for a
small company. It may
sound crazy, but that's
why I went with IBM:'
When I was in school, I dreaded the thought
of working -for some huge company where I'd
be just another number," says IBM's Jim Hamil-
ton. (Jim, who has a B.S. in Electrical Engineering,
is a Systems Engineering Manager in Marketing.)
"At the same time, I knew there were definite ad-
vantages in working for a large firm. So as I interviewed
each company, I checked into the degree of individuality
I could expect there.
"One of the main reasons I picked IBM was their decentral-
ization. They've got over 300 locations throughout the country.
Which to me means a big company with a small-company
• atmosphere."
IBM's small team concept
"Actually, there's plenty of decentralization even within each
• location. For instance, in science and engineering, they use a
small team concept. It means, no matter how large the project,
y o u work individually or as part of a small team—about four
or five people.
"In marketing, I was pretty much my own boss even
before I became a manager. As a systems engineer, it's
up to you to find the solution to a customer's problem,
and then see it's carried out in the optimum way. You
work with the customer every step of the way."
There's a lot more to the IBM story than Jim has
mentioned. For more information, visit your campus
placement office or send an outline of your inter-
ests and educational background to P. J. Koslow,
IBM Corporation, Dept. C, 425 Park Avenue,
New York, New York
10022. We're an equal
opportunity employer.
•
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67 complement regular staff
Library aided by part-time help
A complement ot 67 students and
student wives augment the Folger
Library's regular staff, said Gene
Damon, assistant to the librarian.
They play a significant part in th:
operation of the library and without
them. Damon said, the library
couldn't function.
Work-study students. explained
Damon, are those who apply
through the student-aid office for
part-time employment under the
federal government's work-study
program. The government supplies
85 percent of the funds to pay stu-
dents hired under this program and
the remainder comes from the Uni-
versity. Next year. however, the
University's proportion will increase
by 5 percent per year until a 75-
25 percent / government - University
ratio is reached.
This year freshman work-study
students receive $1.25 minimum
hourly wage, sophomores $1.35.
juniors $1.45, and seniors $1.55.
Employees not hired under the work-
study program start at $1.15 an
hour. regardless of class. They are
then eligible for a 10-cent-an-hour
raise each year thereafter.
All library functions which con-
untie alter the regular staff leaves
for the day are performed by stu-
dents and student wives, said
Damon. Book charge-out, microfilm
room supervision, and circulation
desk operation are among these
functions. No high school students.
Orono residents, or other non-uni-
versity people are hired. Book re-
shelving is a task performed only
by student help, and is invaluable
to the library's operation. Damon
said. The part-time help is conscien-
tious and he considers student wives
a special asset. They are the "best
non-professional help we have,"
he said.
the student employees' academic
standing is observed to assure
against any work-study conflicts; a
2.0 average is required. No prob-
lems in this area have yet been ex-
perienced, and Damon feels this is
in part due to the I5-hour-per-week
maximum imposed on most students.
Most students consider their work
at the library interesting and most
are happy with their hours. But
Don Gregory expressed a common
complaint when he said that he felt
the "federal minimum wage ought
to apply here." No part-time em-
ployee has expressed complete satis-
faction with the wage structure.
Maine will host IAWS
Convention March 30-April 4
The region IV LAWS convention
will be held on the Orono campus
of the University of Maine. March
30-April 4. Delegates oill represent
70 colleges and universities east of
Michigan and north if Virginia.
While at the University. the coed
will stay at York Hall; their dean
Thursday, February 29,
explore an
engineering career
on earth's
last frontier.
Talk with Newport News On Campus Career Con-
sultant about engineering openings at world's
largest shipbuilding company—where your future
is as big as today's brand new ocean.
Our half-a-billion-dollar backlog of orders means high start
ing salary, career security, with your way up wide open.
It also means scope for all your abilities Were involved
with nuclear stop propulsion and refueling. nuclear aircraft
carrier and submarine building, marine automation We've
recently completed a vast oceanographic ore survey Were
a major builder of giant water power and heavy industrial
equipment Were starting to apply our nautical nuclear
know how to the fast expanding held of nuclear electric
Power generation We re completing competitive systems
designs for the Navy's $1 billion plus LHA fleet concept-
Interested in an advanced degree or research? Were next
door to Virginia Associated Research Center with one of
the world's largest synchrocyclotrons, offering advanced
study in high energy physics We re close to Old Dominion
College and University of Virginia Extension Division, where
you can get credits for a naster's de.,ree, or take courses
in Microwave Theory, Solid State Electronics, Nuclear En-
gineering and other advanced subjects Ask about scholar
Ships, tuition grants, study and research leaves to Imple
ment these opportunities
Ask, too, about the pleasant living and lower living costs,
here in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation land.
with superb beaches, golf, fishin_„ boating. hunting
IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Marine Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Systems AniV
Naval Architects
Nuclear Engineers
Civil Engineers
Metallurgical Engineers
See our representative
Martin Hardy
Thursday. February 29
He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions, dis-
cuss qualifications, take applications for fast action
Artery...4,p cort ATtztrvares
and adsisors will stay at Kennebec
Hall.
The purpose of the Intercollegiate
Association of Women Students is to
promote an exchange of ideas and
information of mutual interest to
various campuses. Through the
theme of this convention, "Today's
Masks. . . Tomorrow's Reality," we
hope to complete last year's theme
of "Values: Morals and Masks." Last
year's national convention was held
at the University of West Virginia,
Dr. Laurine Fitzgerald, Dr. Leroy
Augenstein, and Dr. Patricia Plante
will discuss the college woman's role
in our society's changing value sys-
tem. Will the coed's college years
truly prepare her for the future, or
is she being protected from reality
while here?
Questionnaire results
knock unconventional
Higher education :is a means to-
ward an occupational future and
the importance of extra-curricular
activities in college life are much
on the minds of entering freshmen
at the University of Maine. But
scholarly pursuit of knowledge and
consideration of values not their
own are not.
These ronelusions have been
expressed following the analysis
of a questionnaire submitted to
freshmen who entered the univer-
sity in the fall of 1966 and have
been made available by Dr. Rob-
ert A. Apostal, direetor of the
university's Testing and Counsel-
ing Service, which submitted the
questionnaire.
Results of the selections of these
freshmen students showed that 60
per cent of them were attracted by
the social subculture, the portion of
the university environment em-
phasizing the importance of the ex-
tra-curricular side of college life.
The vocational subculture re-
flecting a philosophy of higher
education which emphasizes educa-
tion as preparation for an occupa-
tional future, appealed to 23 per
cent of those filling out the ques-
tionnaire.
Less attractive to the incom-
ing freshmen were the academic
subculture. which assigns greatest
importance to scholarly pursuit
of knowledge and eultivation of
the intellect, and the non-conven-
tional subculture which attracts
students who either consciously
reject commonly-held values in
favor of their own or who have
not really decided what it is to be
alined and are in a 'I'll •• :writ-
ing for meaning in their I I.e., at.
eortling to Dr. Apostal's report.
The academic vvrientation
tracted only 15 per cent of the
freshmen while the non-convention-
al influence was chosen by only two
per cent.
In seeking answers to a means of
reinforcing the academic and non-
conventional environments at the
university, Dr. Apostal has recom-
mended for consideration a program
of small-group academic seminars.
These seminars would be avail-
able to all freshmen regardless of
their level of academic aptitude or
secondary school record, would be
offered for credit and would consist
of about I() members led by mem-
bers of the faculty.
Under Dr. Apostars proposal
the seminars would be acceptable
as elective credit in all colleges of
the university and topics covered
would include reading and writ.
ing assignments plus discussions,.
of ideas, issues and opinions.
The University of Maine Aca-
demic Affairs Committee is current-
ly reviewing the feasibility and the
administrative details of Dr.
Apostal's recommendation. One col-
lege, Life Sciences and Agriculture,
is already conducting these small
group academic seminars on an ex-
perimental basis.
Attention
The Association concert to be
held Sunday, February 25, has been
changed from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
GROW WITH THE SPACE AGE AT
GODDARD
SPACE
FLIGHT
CENTER
GREENBELT, MD.
ENGINEERS-SCIENTISTS-MATHEMATICIANS
LINK YOUR COUNTRY'S FUTURE
WITH YOUR OWN
IS Fp
GLOBAL
TRACKING -
14"riVI-tor:-P-v."
-
A GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT
YOUR CAMPUS TO DISCUSS YOUR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES WITH
THIS GROWING NASA CENTER ON: THURSDAY, FEB. 22, 1968
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The Maine Campus Pogo Five
Watch those curves
Driving course offered
by Bob Haskell
If you are one of those lucky
people who, when behind the wheel
of an automoble, are sure of your-
self at all times, and make no mis-
• takes, then STOP; this article is
not for you. You may, however, be
among the vast majority of drivers
who sometimes loose their cool, or,
make mistakes that could lead to
an accident. The defensive driving
course to be sponsored by Alpha
Phi Omega, the University's service
fraternity, may be just what you
need to aid in improving your driv-
ing capabilities.
Jim Hinckley, the A. P. 0.
brother who brought this program
to the Campus' attention, emphis-
sized the apparent need for such
a program, citing the accident
which claimed the lives of five
Ricker rollege students while on
their way to New York for the
Thanksgiving holidays. Hinckley
also pointed out that 21% of the
ws students enrolled on this campus
are from out of state. Many of
these students may not be ac-
customed to the tricky driving
conditions which prevail during
the winter months within this
state. Indeed, the conditions are
often treacherous enough for
state-of-Maine drivers. The idea
of this program, then, is to sharp-
en up the driving techniques of
anyone who realizes the potential
dangers involved in driving an
automobile.
French Club to
Weekend in Quebec
Sixty-nine members of the French
Club, six faculty members, and the
former house mother of the French
House, Miss Hough, will be week-
ending in Quebec City. They are
traveling in two buses and will be
lodged in dormitory accommoda-
tions in a recreation center. The
cost to each is $14.00 which in-
cludes sleeping quarters and trans-
portation.
It is Winter Carnival time in
Quebec. and the 21/2 days should
• include tours of the city and visits
to nightclubs, the French cinema,
and art museums.
Mr. Bolduc, adviser to the French
Club, said the purpose of the trip
• was to expose students to an area
where French is the "first language."
Also, it should be an exciting ex-
perience for those who have neve!
left "les Etas-Unis."
•
1:=1
See
the
Goldsmith
Boys
FINAL
CLEARANCE
of
SPORT
COATS
Reg.
29.95 and 35.00
1/2 PRICE
with
this ad.
Open Fri. Till 9 P. Al.
J OLDSMITH
MENSE.BOY'S
STOPE
tONORIUMAIN ST
OLD TOWN
Statistically speaking, there is a tre-
mendous need for such a program.
According to the Maine Highway
Safety Commission, one out of
every two people will be involved
in either an injury-producing or
fatality-producing accident before
they reach the age of 65. On the
average, every single driver will be
involved in an accident once every
four years during a fifty-year driv-
ing lifetime. In Maine alone more
than 58 crashes occurred every day
in 1965. 26 people were injured per
day in these accidents and one per-
son was killed every day-and-a-half.
These facts and figures may make a
few people stop and Ihink about
their future safety on the highways.
This course should be beneficial in
improving themselves as drivers.
The objective of this course is
to provide information, concepts,
and standards of judgment to en-
able the licensed driver to im-
prove his driving techniques.
The course is normally comprised
of eight hours of instruction by a
qualified instructor trained by the
National Safety Council and certi-
fied by the Maine Highway Safety
Committee. The program usually
consists of four two-hour periods
which are spread over a four-week
length of time. Hinckley stated,
however, that a two-hour driving
lab may be substituted for the final
two hours of instruction if enough
people are interested in applying
the course's theories while driving
under supervision.
The course will be offered free of
charge to all interested licensed
drivers. All of the necessary litera-
ture for the course will also be
freely given to the students.
A minimum number of 15 rco-
ple desiring to take the course is
required if the services of a
trained instructor are to be ob-
tained. Adequate facilities will,
however, be provided for all peo-
ple desiring to take the course.
Anyone interested in taking this
course should either stop into the
A. P. 0. office in the Memorial
Union, or call Jim Hinckley at the
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity house
(827-56621 and leave his or her
name. Since this course will be
offered at night. one should also
state which evening or evenings will
be most convenient to attend the
classes.
If a sufficient number of people
desire to take this course, a notice
as to when and where it will be held
will be forthcoming in the Campus
Co-ed? Tuesday 7:45 p.m.; A.W.S.skating party—where were
you?
THE SPREAD-EAGLE OF TECHNOLOGY
AT GRUMMAN
Ranges from inner to outer space
Grumman has special interest for the graduating engineer and scientist seeking the widest spread of technology for his
skills. At Grumman, engineers are involved in deep ocean technology.., engineers see their advanced aircraft designs
proven daily in the air over Vietnam, and soon.., in outer space, the Grumman I.M (Lunar Module) will land the astro-
nauts on the lunar surface. Grumman, situated in Bethpage. 1..1. (30 miles from N.Y.C.), is in the cultural center of
activity. Universities are close at hand for those who wish to continue their studies. C.C.N.Y., Manhattan College, New
York University, Pratt Institute, Columbia University, State University at Stony Brook, Polytechnic Institute of Brook-
lyn, Hofstra University and Adelphi College are all within easy distance. The surroundings are not hard to take. Five
beautiful public golf courses are in Bethpage—two minutes from the plant. White sand beaches stretch for miles along
the Atlantic (12 minutes drive). The famed sailing reaches of Long Island Sound are only eleven miles away.
The informal atmosphere is a Grumman tradition, matched by an equally hard-nosed one of turning out some of the
free world's highest performance aircraft systems and space vehicles,To name a few ...
LM—Lunar Module
le to land the astronauts
"V on the lunar surface
EA-6A Intruder—
All-weather, tactical,
electronic weapon system
PG (H)-57-ton
Hydrofoil Seaeraft
xigis•
westas888818§1
PX15-4-Man Deep
Submersible Vessel to
conduct undersea experiments
Here then is the opportunity for graduating engineers. AEs, CEs, EEs, 151Es. 11-.s. l'hvoc Malt and Chemical Engineering
majors ... to take their place in the continuum of technology that is Grumman. Grumman representatives will be
ON CAMPUS FEB. 17
To obtain Grumman literature and arrange an interview, contact your rhicement office
If an interview is not convenient at this
time, send comprehensive resume
to: Mr. Frank A. Hurley,
Administrator of College Relations,
Engineering Employment, Dept. GR-251
GRUMMAN
AIRCRAFT ENC,INFERING CORPORATION
14.0p4or, • Wand • New York, 11714
An meal opporffinity ornployer (M/Fl
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Michigan prexy againstl
secret Thai research 
ANN ARBOR. Mich. (CPS)—
Although the Unisersity of Michi-
gan recently accepted $665,182
worth of secret military research, it
may be the university's last such
contract.
Robben W. Flemming. Michigan's
new president. says he is opposed
to classified military research. There
has been considerable controversy
over military research at Michigan.
in the wake of a series of articles
in the campus newspaper. the Mich-
igan Daily.
The latest group of contracts are
mostly from the Army and the Air
Force, but the biggest Michigan
controversy has been over a super-
secret set of projects dealing with
counter-insurgency operations in
Thailand. One of these, known only
as Project 1111, is so secret that
even the names of the researchers.
the sponsors, and purposes are un-
known.
Flemming siw, he does not think
the university should accept projects
like the one in Thailand. "I would
much prefer myself that insofar as
there are military applications of re-
search abroad that such work not
be done at the university," he said.
He added,. however, that the uni-
versity "should set up policy guide-
lines to make exceptions for specific
projects."
Flemming is the second president
of a major university doing classi-
fied military research to come out
against such research this academic
year. In October Malcolm Moos.
president of the University of Min-
nesota. said he was opposed to
Minnesota's doing any more secret
military research. Minnesota has
done chemical and biological war-
fare research and the campus police
were involved in an Air Force re-
search involving interrogation tech-
niques. This project was cancelled
this fall, however. after Moos said
he opposed such projects.
New idea in learning
LS&A initiates seminar
by Steve Mayberry
During the Fall semester of 1967
an entirely new learning method
was started at the University of
Maine in Orono. It is known as
LSA 17, and is respectfully called
a Freshman Seminar. This course
is part of a completely new idea in
teaching that is now being intro-
duced at many colleges across the
country. The courses all stem from
an experimental program started in
1965 at a few of the more "liberal"
colleges in the United States. Small
discussion groups composed of ap-
proximately ten students provide the
basis for this new program. An in-
structor is present, but does not lec-
ture to the students or rule over
them. Instead, he acts as an inter-
mediary to help stimulate the dis-
cussions.
So far, the course is open only to
Freshman in the College of Life
Sciences & Agriculture. The groups
meet for a one hour minimum each
week and are ?railed on the pass or
fail method. The course is worth
one credit hour. During the Fall
semester a required reading list of
four paperback books was used.
However, many students felt that
the reading list involved too much
work. and 94% of them wanted to
choose their own books. Therefore.
this semester in LSA 18 the students
will be able to pick their own read-
ing material. Acting Dean Winston
E Pullen stated that the course was
unique in that it gave the students
a chance to talk openly and frankly
with their instructors and adminis-
trative advisors.
During the first semester there
were one hundred students regis-
tered for the course, but this semes-
ter only fifty-five signed up. Dean
Pullen felt that the reason for this
was that many students had trouble
managing their present work load
without adding another course to
their program. It is interesting to
note though that no one, so far, has
dropped the course. From an evalu-
ation sheet that was passed out at
At John Hancock,
there's more to Life Insurance
than selling Life Insurance.
We'll be here on Feb. 22
to prove it to you.
•
Alan Smith works in our Salary Ad-
ministration D,vision in Boston Alan
earned his B A. from Harvard in 1965.
••••4010
Charles Grier is a management trainee
in the Policy Contract Service Depart-
ment in Boston Chuck graduated in
1966 from Tuskegee Institute.
Selling life insurance is big busi-
ness. So big that John Hancock is
selling nationwide. So we need
a lot of talented salesmen like
Frederick Brown--who can choose
their own locations. But that's
just the beginning, we also need
a lot of talented nonsalesmen
like Alan Smith and Charles Grier
for positions as:
computer programmers
And mathematicians.
And accountants.
And researchers.
And management trainees.
And people to manage these
people.
And people to manage the
whole business. (Presidents
are made, not born.)
You'll find that no matter what your
degree will be, John Hancock
probably has a career for you.
The John Hancock recruiter will be
here to see you.
Check your college placement office
for details.
sr,
atarlior
r's- •
I')
•
*inset
Frederick Brown. Jr. graduated from
the Pennsylvania %Mary College
in 1964. Rick is a Sales Representative
at the Mordecai Gerson Agency,
Philadelphia.
LIFE INSURANCE
Nis
An Equal Opportunity Employer
the end of last semester, many stu-
dents felt that: "The course is inter-
esting and fun. A sounding board
for any topic." One student said
that: "I thoroughly enjoyed LSA 17
and it makes me feel an integral
part of a class, not a computerized
number in a lecture." At the same
time another student commented:
"Although the subjects that were to
be discussed were boring the course
itself offered exciting discussions."
In all, 87% of the students felt that
they had gained some form of satis-
faction from taking the course. The
instructors themselves felt that they
had gained something extremely
difficult to achieve in most classes,
and that was a chance to actually
get to know their students. All the
instructors, except one, who had
classes in the Fall asked to be re-
assigned groups in the future.
The students really became in-
volved in the subject matter that was
discussed. There were several oc-
casions when the instructor was not
able to be present, yet the students
decided to conduct their own classes
and held their discussion groups
with coffee at the Bear's Den. Also,
one of the instructors invited his
group to his home for supper and
held the discussion after the meal.
It is reported that some classes even
ran as long as several hours because
the students became so involved in
a topic that they refused to end the
class.
The program appears to be an
exciting new approach to the tired
old problem of learning. Although
the COUrSt is now being offered only
to the Life Sciences & Agriculture
students, it is hoped that in the near
future a course of this nature will
be available to all departments. This
program seems to indicate that stu-
dents feel a need to talk over such
problems as Vietnam, religion, and
the new morality.
1966-67 Priam
The 1966-67 Prism covering the
school year 1966-67 will be available •
in three weeks at Lord Hall. The
book which was originally scheduled
to come out this fall has been de-
layed due to production difficulties.
Watch the campus for further in-
formation.
SPORTS
Go- A
Round
Gerard & Harold Thibodeau
The popularity of winter activities
sends an increasing number of
people into the winter out-of-doors
for new experience. Winter camp-
ing may be the newest of their ex-
periences. Often the location of the
camp is excellent for many winter
sports. The swimming area be-
comes the skating rink. The hills
that are explored by summer hikers
and nature hobbyists are explored
by skiers, snowshoers. and sledders.
Winter camping can be week-end
camping, overnight camping, or va-
cation camping. It is rigorous—but
provides the opportunity for new
and challenging experiences.
COMMERCIAL MESSAGE:
If you are looking for a new experi•
ence in barber shops, come to
THIBODEAU V. I. P. BARBER
SHOP. 35 N. Main St., Old Town.
Call for an appointment, 827-5531.
Styling . . Hair Coloring . Sale
and Service of Hair Pieces .. Razor
Cuts. Complete and varied stock of
"Hollywood Joe Hairpieces". V.I.P.
Room for Privacy.
HELPFUL HINT:
Make your own shoe rack by nail-
ing a metal curtain rod on the back
of the closet door. Hang shoes by
their heels over this rod.
•
•
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Televised
- Prism, Ubris
join SFCSP
The Student-Faculty Committee
on Student Publications now repre-
sents all three major campus publi-
cations by a decision of the Faculty.
Council on February II.
The Faculty Council voted in
favor of a proposal by Professor
Brooks Hamilton to give the seats
of four members-at-large chosen by
the General Student Senate to the
editors and business managers of
the Prism and 1Thris staffs.
The purpose of the Student-Fac-
ulty Committee or. Student Publica-
tions is to elect the editor and busi-
ness managers of the Maine Cam-
pus. the Prism, and the Ilbris. Ed-
• itorial and business faculty advisors
of each publication are members of
the committee along with a faculty
member-at-large.
One student-at-large will remain
• on the publications committee.
Faculty representation remains un-
changed.
Prof assigned
janitorial job
WASH. (CPS)—Gen. Lewis Her-
shey has decided that the Selective
Service System can find a better oc-
cupation for a history professor
than janitor.
Noel Brann, a 30-year-old Uni-
versity of Maryland history profes-
sor, who turned in his draft card
last October, was to be assigned to
do janitorial work at the University
of Kansas by his Reno, Nev. draft
board. The board took action after
receiving Brann's drift card. Brann
is a conscientious objector and was
assigned civilian work instead of be-
ing inducted into the Army.
Although Brann had decided to
report for the job rather than go to
jail, he protested the kind of work
to which he was being assigned. The
news media got ahold of the story,
and soon people all over the country
knew that Selective Service System
wanted to make a janitor out of a
professor.
On Thursday. after a request
from the director of the state ap-
peals board, Hershey decided that
Brann's draft board had violated
the regulations, and that it had to
give him some choice of occupation.
According to a spokesman at
Selective Service headquarters, there
will be "discussion" between Brann
and his draft board before he gets
a final assignment. The spokesman
also said that the change of a draft
board's ruling by the national head-
quarters is rare.
Chairman John D. Coupe, center, conducts the Faculty
Council meeting over closed circuit television enabling Port-
land members of the council to participate.
Grad students face
draft uncertainty
(ACP) The new draft law, which
does not defer all graduate students.
has caused a 40 per cent drop in
applications to Michigan State Uni-
versity's graduate school, according
to Milton E. Muelder, Dean of
Advanced Graduate Studies, the
State News reports.
"Students have held off applying
until they find out how graduate
students are going to be affected by
the draft." he added. "'Judder said
if the uncertainty caused by the new
lass keeps applications at their pre-
sent level, it could have serious
consequences on the country.
"It could affect the training of
teachers and professors for our uni-
versities. the manning of important
industrial executive positions and
other positions now being manned
and staffed by graduate students."
he said.
The Council of Graduate Studies
(CGS), representing about 250
universities, has sent a letter to
President Johnson predicting the
consequences of the law and asking
for a more explicit ruling on it,
Muelder said.
The American Chemical Society
( ACS) has also come out against
the law. ACS Pres. Charles G.
Overberger, in a letter to the Na-
tional Security Council, said the
Society favors a policy "that will not
only permit. but (also) encourage
qualified students to obtain ad-
vanced education."
A policy which drafts men after
their first year of graduate work "is
not in the national interest and will
be damaging both to our national
defense effort and to our hopes of
successfully attacking the many ur-
gent and complex ills which con-
front us." Overberger said. "The ills
which society faces demand highly
educated and trained 'practitioners'
Just as badly as do individual human
ills."
Performance
drop-in
NEW DODGE CORONET "SUPER BEE
Scat Pack performance at a new low price.
Punching a Super Bee is like dropping a bowling ball down an elevator shaft. It starts rather
suddenly and improves from there. Owning a Super Bee is discovering that Piper-Heidsieck
is selling at beer prices. Let's face it. When you put a hot cammed 383 V8 in a light coupe body,
hang all the good stuff underneath, and price it below anything as quick, something's got to
happen. The good stuff is listed below. The kicks are waiting at your nearby Dodge Dealer's.
Let it happen to you.
• POWER PLANT: Standard: 383 CID V8. Carb 4 bbl Compression ratio 100 Horsepower 335 at 5200 RPM. Torque
425 lbs. ft. at 3400 RPM. Air cleaner unsilenced, both standard and optional V8. Optional: Hemi 426 CID V8. Hemi.
spherical combustion chambers. Garb. dual, 4 bbl. Compression ratio 10.25 1 Horsepower 425 at 5000 RPM. Torque
490 lbs.-ft. at 4000 RPM.
II TRANSMISSION: Standard: Four-speed full synchromesh manual. Flow-mounted shift.
Optional: TorqueFlite automatic three speed Column mountedshift.
• SUSPENSION: Heavy duty springs and shocks, all four wheels. .94-Inch dia sway bar standard
• BRAKES: Heavy duty standard on all four wheels. II inch drums, cast iron. Shoes Front discs optional Self-adjusting
Bend's type
--A ADDITIONAL OPTIONS: High performance axle package consisting of 355 axle ratio with Sure Grip. High capacity
radiator, 7-blade slip drive tan with shroud
• INSTRUMENTATION AND APPOINTMENTS: Padded Rallye-type dash
standard, matte black, includes circular speedometer, oil and temperature
gauges, electric clock Matching tech optional. Matte black grille, power hood,
Red Line wide treed tires, seat belts, front shoulder belts, carpeting, foam \
seals, bumblebee striping and special ornamentation standard. Vinyl roof
optional
L',1 itii
7364c6rAtkiuk
Dodge 16.1CH RYSLER14M04111 L1714.411.LATIOU
FILL OUT AND MAIL TO
Hughes-Hatcher-Suffrin, 1133 Shelby at State,
Detroit, Michigan 48226. Attn Mr, Gus Anton.
Enclosed is a check or money order made payable to Hughes
Hatcher Senn i for $ to cow cost of
iackets at $995 each Available sires 5,
M, 1, XL, XXL. (Add 4% sales tam for delivery in Michigan.)
Name
Address
City nee
Offer geed eel, is Centeental
Size
ire
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MAP professor writes
dissertation on Hamlin
Dr. Harry Draper Hunt III, as-
sistant professor of history at the
University of Maine in Portland.
hopes to have his biography of Han-
nibal Hamlin published by a uni-
versity press as a prelude to Maine's
sesquicentennial celebration in 1970
Dr. Hunt received his Ph.D.
degree in historj from Columbia
University on January 22. 1968.
when his dissertation. "Hannibal
Hamlin of Maine: Lincoln's First
Vice President,— was offiriallj ac-
cepted. His manuscript contains a
wealth of previously unpublished
information, much of which was
drawn from a large collection of
Hamlin correspondence that Dr.
Hunt discovered in the attic of
the Hancock Point summer home
of Miss Louise Hamlin. the great•
granddaughter of the statesman.
Since Dr. Hunt's discovery. Miss
Hamlin has given the entire collec-
tion to the Fogler Library of the
University of Maine, together with
a supplementary group of some 300
letters written by Hannibal Hamlin
to his wife.
This collection provides the Uni-
versity of Maine with an exceptional
body of resource material giving
an inside view of both the problems
of national government during the
entire Civil War era, and also the
early development of Maine state
government.
Before Hamlin was first elected
to Congress in 1843, he had been
very active in the politics of the
state. One of Maine's earliest
governors was a boarder at Ham-
lin's boyhood home for several
summers prior to 1826. Hamlin
himself was first elected to the
Maine House of Representatives
in 1835, and he served as Speaker
of the Maine house for three
terms before he ran for election
to Congress.
Hamlin's career at Washington,
as Congressman, U.S. Senator. Vice
President, and then once again after
a four-year interval, as Senator.
covered the 38 years from 1843 to
1881. During this time he revisited
Maine at frequent intervals, keeping
closely in touch with his constitu-
ents.
In the public mind, says Dr.
Hunt. Hamlin was always identified
as "Hamlin of Maine." He was
devoted to his wife and children,
but after them the center of his
devotion was his native state.
Few people realize, says Dr.
Hunt, how much Hamlin did to
advance the economy of the State
of Maine. Almost ,ingle-handed1,,
he defeated a move to make the
new Maine State College of .4gri.
culture an adjunct to one of the
stair's pri•ate colleges and suc-
ceeded in having it established as
an independent institution on a
tract of land in Orono. Hamlin
became the first president of
the Board of Trustees of the
College, which later became the
University of Maine.
f-famlin succeeded in having Ban-
gor declared a Port of Entry to the
United States, he pushed the devel-
opment of Maine railroads, he
worked in every possible way for
the good of his native state, says
Dr. Hunt.
Dr. Hunt is the son of Atty. and
Mrs. Jarvis Hunt of North Attle-
boro. Mass. A graduate of Phillips
Exeter Academy. he received the
A.B. degree cum laude from Har-
vard College in 1957 and the M.A.
degree from Columbia University
in 1960. A lecturer in history in
Hunter College of the City Universi-
ty of New York from 1962 to 1965.
Dr. Hunt became a faculty member
of the University of Maine in Port-
land in 1965.
"Dogtown"—a pen and ink
drawing by Marsden Hartley
"Dogtown" was recently added to the
University ot Maine Art Col-
lection.
EXCITING NEW ADDITIONS!
6000 FT. DOUBLE CHAIR LIFT
NEW BASE LODGE AND RESTAURANT
3 GREAT NEW SKI TRAILS
irso
raDq,
c
Ski Ow friendly mountain overlooking majestic Moosehead Lake
We've gone to the top with a new
double chair lift and new trails that
rank with the heat in the East. At
the foot of the thrilling new trails,
you'll find a new Base Lodge awaits
you, complete with new restaurant,
lounge and nursery.
• UAW MOUNTAIN SKI AREA
There are 3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft.
T-Bars also, eight trails in all, up to
2 miles long. We're open daily 9
A.M. to 4 P.M. Certified Ski School.
Complete Ski Shop for on - the.
mountain retail rental and repairs.
Come see .... come Ski!
Rte 15, Greenville, Maine
Telephone 695-2555
Orono, Ma
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Marsden Hartley drawing added„
to University Art Collection
"Dogtown" 1934 a pen and ink
drawing by Marsden Hartley was
recently given to the University of
Maine Art Collection by the Fer-
dinand Roten Galleries, Baltimore,
Maryland. This is the first major
work of Hartley's to come into the
Collection of the University of
Maine, where several of his signed
lithographs have been the only ex-
amples of his art in the state's col-
lection.
Marsden Hartley, one of Maine's
most outstanding modern artists
was born in Lewiston in 1877.
Early in his life he showed a pro-
found interest in art and litera-
ture. At thirteen he was employed
doing drawings of butterflies and
flowers for a professional natur-
alist. Later on, he had a thorough
and rigid art education at the
Cleveland School of Art, the
Chase School of Art, and the Na-
tional School of Design.
The first exhibition of his work
was held in 1909 at Gallery 291,
one of the first galleries of modern
art in this country, conducted by
Alfred Stiegliez. Through the en-
suing years Hartley moulded a dis-
tinguished career in literature, pub-
lishing more than twenty volumes
of poetry, philosophy, and esthetics.
But, in his own words, painting
always reinairied his first love.
In his later life, having visited
the great museums and galleries
abroad, he pioneered in the
idioms of niodern art. On several
occasions just before his death in
1943, he was on the University of
Maine campus talking to students
and faculty groups. For a num-
ber of y ears he conducted an art
studio class in Bangor.
Immediately after his death two
large memorial exhibitions were
held, one in Washington at the Phil-
lips Memorial Gallery, the other at
the Columbus Gallery of Fine Arts.
Along a narrow passageway over-
looking the second floor of the
library one finds a department of
art sponsored Photo Salon. Through
February this pleasing and contem-
plative gallery exhibits "Images in
Stone", a collection of thirty-five
black and white mounted prints of
- Students to present
art show in March
Entries are now being accepted
for the Annual Student Art Show.
The show will hang during the
month of March in the lobby of the
Memorial Union. Entries and com-
pleted forms are due in the MUAB
office, on the second floor of the
Union, no later than February, 24,
1968.
Last year's exhibit attracted a
great deal of attention and it is
hoped that this year's will be even
more exciting. All students are eli-
gible and all are en, ouraged to bring
forth their hidden masterpieces for
public display. In the past, paint-
ings, sketches, graphics, sculpture,
enameling, jewelry, batiks, wall
hangings, mobiles, and photographs
have been exhibited, and this year's
show promises to be just as varied.
All paintings must be dry and
suitably framed or ready for hang-
ing. Watercolors, prints, sketches and
photographs should be matted, if at
all possible. Matting and matting
facilities are available in the MUAB
office for general student use.
MUAB will mat as many unmatted
entries as time permits. There is no
size limit on paintings.
A sincere effort will he made to
hang at least one entry by each stu-
dent, and remaining entries will be
hung as space permits. Entries which
cannot be hung because of space
shortage will be hung to replace
works which have been sold if the
purchaser wants to claim them be-
fore the end of the show. All pos-
sible efforts will be made to encour-
age sales.
For the convenience of those eligible students at Orono, the
state of Maine Liquor Commission has arranged to process carc
pplications on this campus. Application forms, with appropriate
structions, may be picked up in the Office of the Campus Police,
Please complete them as quickly as possible and return same tc
ief Gould. Representatives from the Liquor Commission wit
on campus on February 19, 20, and 21, in Lord Hall, to take
hotos and complete the necessary processing. Cards will be pro.
vided at an early date to individual applicants.
Under provisions of State of Maine Laws relating to liquor
any resident of the State or nonresident of the State between 21
and 25 years of age, may make application to the Liquor Corn.
ission for an adult identification card, which will be issued at no
ost to the applicant(s). Persons within the above age group are
required to present their cards upon the demand of any licensee
his servant or agent. or any law enforcement officer in carryin@
out his duties relating to liquor. Failure to produce the card upor
the demand of any licensee shall entitle the licensee to refuse tc
II alcoholic beverages to the individual(s) concerned.
Please note change of location for photographing HP.
licants. Photos will he taken in the basement area of Lord
Jail. Enter through the door on the north aide of the build-
ng.
the carving of Maine's colonial
gravestones by Mason Philip Smith,
Portland Photographer.
In this collection Mr. Smith
attempts to record the remaining
examples of this early folk art of
engraving before time and van-
dalism remove them forever. This
month, under the sponsorship of
the Maine Historical Society, Mr.
Smith has received a grant-in-aid
Irons the Maine State Arts and
Humanities Commission to cons-
pletr his project. The resulting
photographs, approximately 300
in number, will he placed in the
Society's permanent collection and
will be available as a travelling
exhibition.
Mason Philip Smith was born in
Portland, Maine, in 1933. He is
a commerciaradvertising photogra-
pher and freelance writer currently
living and working in Portland.
Mr. Smith's work has been ex-
hibited at the Portland Museum of
Art, University of Maine. Bos-
ton University, University of New
Hampshire, Lincoln County Muse-
um, the Rhode Island Arts Festi-
sal, the Maine Historical Society.
Colby College, the Colorado Photo.-
graphic Arts Center, and the De-
Cordova Museum.
This Kittery Point "image
in stone" dating to 1761 is
part of the Mason Philip
Smith collection on exhibit
now through February in the
Photo Salon.
UNION MUTUAL offers you the opportunity
to grow with a growing company.
"big company" opportunities: yet small
enough to recognize ability and ambition.
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
the new face of ubris
by burton hatlen
The Winter issue of Ubris—a journal
which is. we are toI41 in the subtitle.
"Maine's apex of creative. imaginative and
provocative thought"—is now in print, and
a glance through its pages reveals that the
hubris of the subtitle is, if a bit absurd.
nonetheless pardonable. fbris is no better
than most college literary magazines. and
inescapably it raises the question of what
function publications of this sort are de-
signed to fulfill—too often, I fear, nothing
more than an opportunity for the mem-
hers of a certain in-group to see their
names in print ("Look, Ma. I'm a writer").
But l'bris is also no worse than most such
magazines, and anyone who is interested
in what the Creator Spirit is up to on this
campus ought to acquire a copy. For this
issue of Chris is. visually, a delight; it con-
tains at least half a dozen poems which
are worth reading: and even the prose here
pet .•nted which is consistently less interest-
ing than the poetry, offers a few flashes of
honest insight.
I am no art critic, hut the graphic works
reproduced in this issue seem to me alone
worth the price of the magazine. I am par-
ticularly impressed by Edward 0. Perry's
delightfully comic "Lord of the Long
Island Expressway" and In Paul Rzasa's
diaphanous daffodils—these last seem to
lw X-ray photographs. but I am guessing
here. Dean Eyenson's "straight' photo-
graph. on the other hand, is neither vis-
ually interesting nor humanly me' 
—in a time when everybody's brother owns
a g I c. •ra, it would seem that the edi-
tors could ha% e c • up with something
other Beau  • • photograph of peel-
ing paint. Also. the cover of the magazine.
which is no doubt intended to be "strik-
ing." seems merely stagy. But these are
  wi.akto 7.. anal it is as a yistial tour
ele force that I !kris c •s off best — not
surprisingly. since our society as a whole
pins lar lllll re emphasis on the medium
than on the message (The skilled layout
man can make a e fortable his ing in ad-
vertising. while the aspiring poet is likely
to he rewarded only with a job teaching
Fresitman C p. So the talented today do
not. it they are smart. couninit themselves
to poetry.)
The poems in Chris reveal. nevertheless,
that the thankless task of wrestling lan-
guage into meaningful forms still has its
yotaries. Vi en in Orono. Among the poets
here included. Gus Bombard is clearly the
 .1 are (dished. B bard writes in a
tough. knotty. "tm•taphysical" style —
style with which I. personally. ant s 
w hat impatient. Itin It bard handles this
J.aicl ii  I, wit:t dossideralete skill—much
lllll re successfully. for example. than IlOeS
Sej J01111S011. whose knotty lines are till
snarled that I at least am unable 10 dis-
entangle. them. Most of the other I bris
110e15 0•1111111/!, a looser. vaguely "beat"
style—the ghost ilf Ginsberg. or perhaps
of l'erlitighetti. hovers over these pages.
Wry again the results are  
-1.011-111111113
a-ilrs ironies are jejeutw. and after a
howled beginning Dian MePherson's
"Giles t is dead" degenerates
into bathos. while . E. 1 er,ka re%eals that
a -*bear poet rim he no le,s obscure than
an —acad.- • poet. lint Miss McPher-
son's —The II .hleack and the Lady Went
for a Stroll" opens up. with subtlety and
skill, all sorts of imaginathe perspectives.
and Nikki's "Poem" achieves what I final
tat ha' a remarkably successful blend of
mawkishness and irony. Even the "unsuc-
cessful" poems in I bris are. moreover. in-
teresting_ for they are all h •st. human
statements—none of these poets is merely
Faking it. and I find it gratifying to die:.
cover. in at world which generally sees the
manipula • of masks as the purpose of
e.,istence. so much openness and direct.
ness among the young.
The worst shall I.. last, anal the prose in
bris is not. alas, %cry satisfartory. Patrick
Me(.lamery's "Mark... an excursion into
literary criticism. should have heen left in
the limbo where all midelling-good academ-
ic exercises go; for the essay, although
facile, is thin and cliche-ridden. ("Cer-
tainly I get the feeling that he is searching
for something.") As tor the more "imagi-
native" pieces of prose in this issue sit
most of them are examples of a liter-
ary form which is practiced, so far as I
know, only by contributors to student fib
erary magazines. The _enerous critic miLht
call this form "the sketch"; but I, less gen-
erously, would label it the undeveloped
story. 'typically, the writers here represent-
ed establish a situation, or perhaps merely
a scene—but then they stop. There is tto
development, no movement toward anal
through a crisis, and therefore no cathar-
sis. Instead the human characters, only
faintly evoked at best, remain trapped
within the fire :lances of their lives,
helpless to tlo anything hut twitch a little.
All this is probably symptomatic of the
conditions of human existence in the
Twentieth Century, but it doesn't make
very satisfactory literature. I should add
that some of these writers, notably Shevis
and Karen DttBay, offer us at least some
sharp perceptions and some memorable
phrases — I particularly relish Miss Du.
Bay's sketch of the receptionist with
"finger nails that looked like varnished
popsicle sticks." Murray Shulman 's zen-
like fable. is also intriguing, and the glor-
ious sexual comeds au l "The V. ell Locked
Thought"—a • page elay which remains
as undeseloped as the short stories here
discussed--ought 10 sell a few copies 49f
the magazine. But to write fief  or
drama. • must belie•te that what meet alas
is important. anal that other people are
real. Xn41 the young Mill 111141 V. '11 who
have produced this magazine. all! gh
they have an invigorating belief in them-
selves. sadly 110 nail 1014411 Is, think that any-
thing they might do will make much dif-
ferem•e• to their by I.A. air that the people
they see air aiiu uual them are aims thing iii, Ira
than puppets — "hollow an. the outside.
s • kind of solid veneer." (The phrase. is
illiam stafford's. )
'tly assessment of the literary worth of
I bris has verged. at all points in this dis-
cus • . upon an 4.•altsal•  of the human
and social significance of the labor which A%
has gone into this publication. The mane-
ment toward such an ("velum.  is in-
46% liable. for ultimately l'bris is important.
not for what its contributors have achieyed
  of them are "pros." and few if
an, of them ever will be—but for what
they hay(' atiellIptell Ia. achieye. All ling-
Ong and nit-pieking aside. these people
are trying 10 make sense out (of their lives.
anal tbey are doing so in the only way pos.
sible—in terms of the images and symbols
made available to them Its their culture.
As long as people are willing to engage in
this task, there is hope for its all. But the
student (or teacher ) whet merely stands on
the. sieb•littes and sneers offers noasne an%
grounds for hope in anything. So to those
who find I brit no apex of thought. crea-
tive or otherwise. one can only wish a lit-
tle more good will and a willingness to join
in the hard and hopeless search for 
nit-aliting upon which these young people are
embarked. To engage in this search is, af-
ter all, incumbent upon all of us, if we are
fir
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maine campus editorials
the spectre of students
(ACP)—"A spectre is haunting America
—the spectre ot students. For the first
time in the history of the United States.
university students have become a sourer
• of interest for all the nation, a source of
concern for much of the nat' . and a
source of fear for some of the nation.
This is a phenomenon unique to the decade
of the 1960's." (Clark Kerr. San Juan.
Puerto Rico. March 27, 19679
Three years have passed since Clark
Kerr watched the beginnings of the student
revolt at Berkeley from the vantage i• t
of the presidency of the University ot
In the year following the riot, the po-
tentiality of "a Berkeley" hung heavily
over many an ad ttt i tt istrator's head. Most
campuses escaped but sporadic disturb-
ances kept the spirit of student activism
alive.
This year students everywhere have
come into their own.
Regarding themselves as no longer
"pawns" of anyone — College administra-
tors and Washington bureaucrats included.
They have become what Kerr said no pre-
' itltlit student generation managed to be-
onte—"a potential force in history."
The specific banner on campus is "tau-
lent power." At large, it might be revised
• 0 read "human porter." Both concern a
Is-sire to direct one's own day-to-day life
n a meaningful way, as free as possible
  authoritv and mechanization.
The mood underlying the student
movement is difficult to dissect. But one
of its ingredients must certainly be the
alienar  that comes fr  the bigness
and c plexitv of the university. which
makes the student unable to affect his en-
% iron mem.
Instead. the student finds his environ-
ment the university. the Selective Ser.
vice—controlling I • . telling him %twil-
ite should live. what hours he sl Id
keep. whom he can or cannot bear speak
on campus. whether he should go to war.
Lee McEvoy.. staff member of UCIA's
Student C ttttt sseling Service. described the
student's frustrat•  in an essay- in the
l'CIA Daily Bruin:
"One finds that the n•leplume. 'official'
transcripts, registrar  cards. and other
artifacts 1`0111111arld far more respect and
.immediate response than do human he-
ingo. The tvranny of clocks. schedules_
forms. IBM procedures. registration
cards, and calendars have her  per-
vasive and powerful as to no longer he
within reproach."
Like the hippies. student activists have
a feeling of powerlessness. Unlike the hip-
pies, the activists are working within the
system Its try to force change upon it
rather than abandoning the system as
hopeless.
The power the students have claimed
for themselves is exerted in varying de-
grees of intensity—f  mild demands
for seats on a e since to strikes virtual-
ly shutting dovas an entire institur .
The term "student power" originated
at the Nat' I Student Assn. Congress at
College Park Md.. in August. .As eon-
reivedi it was not meant to convey a de-
sire for power or control over every as-
pect of campus life.
It does. however. have stark connota-
r s. leading • University of Minnesota
faculty member to call it a nsissoussier.
Frank Verbrugge. acting dean of the In-
stitute of Technology. said the term "gives
the igniters  that students are pitted
against faculty and administrators."
Student power. like black power. said
Stanley J. Wenberg. a University of Minne-
sota vice president. "connotes something
inherently derisive. NI-hat is needed  st
of all is to reconcile the interests of the
public. the legislature, the regents, the
staff. and the students."
The NSA Congress named three areas of
student rights: ( I ) "Their hill rights as
citizens." (2) "Their right to democrati-
cally control their non-academic lives."
and (3) their right to "participate to the
fullest in the ad • 'strative and educa-
i al del  • -making process."
Thus the areas of partit ipar 
 
ansi this
areas of control are rarrtull7.
Med.
"The basic issue student power revolves
or I." The Minnesota Daily reports. "is
its which areas students should have 'sole'
control.
"The NS i resoluti tttt lists omen such
areas: rt gist, ar  iii organizar . stu-
dent government financing. regulat•  of
t littoral ',mgr. • g. &let-min:sr  of
I s polkies. establisl  ,it of sorial
regular  establishment of housing reg-
ulations. and all dist iplinary 
 s re-
gal-ding the viola • of student regula-
tions.
".tdmitsistranors Sa, there are few areas.
if any. of sole student c ern." the Daily
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" If the University is really relevant to
faculty, administrators. and students alike,
then there are no areas of sole interest of
one group." said Paul Cashman. assistant
Vire president for educational relationships
and development. 'All the other groups
have an interest also.' "
Thus the battleground is readied. with
variations from campus to campus. On
one campus students claim the right to
live off campus in the (as-e of a regulation
requiring dor, tt i tt try residence (Texas
Technological College ) and on another
camous the right to protect a scenic hill
from the desecration of a temporary
building ( 4:ity College of New York).
There's even an occasional humorous
touch. F  the Dakota Student. news-
paper of the University of North Dakota.
Grand Forks. etIMPS this news itens: "An
cold fash•  denionstration and party_
complete with gospel hi  s and fiery anti-
alcohol speeches. were part of UND's latest
s psi of on the administra • 's -Is ooze
Ilan.' 
But the einem itself is serious. trul
in the face of its essentially disruptive na-
ture. it has unavoidably conic in for harsh
criticism f  st more conservative public.
The Southern Methodist University Cam-
MSS. Dallas. Tex.. assass the critical num.!:
"Students. the older general'  seems to
feel, should keep their Muses in their books
and out of the is (whirs business.
**College stuslents are generally pictured
by the Atilt world as either sign earrying
ultra-liherals. who mhos-ate the in erthrow
of ev ery thing ttttt with tile 't•stalllish-
metit: or as -know it all,: vs 1110 CI infirm:Int
attests's' tss apply their !Hook learning to
real situat • s.
"Book learning. the critic.. tit lift tain.
111 ;A necessary. is MI substitute for the
(xperiente that c •,‘ with .tge."
I :amptss activ i-ts. however. art- not given
to tempering their act s to pacify the
politic. Anil for them. die whole of public
of • • is often offset by the opinions of
a few people they Pl.spret. • them
Sen. J. VI illiam Fulbright ( Ark ) who
wrote in The Irrogance of Power:
ti the very least the student protest
movement of the sixties is a al anti in.
tellectual improvement on the panty raids
of the fifties.
"In fart it is a great deal more: it is an
expressi tttt of the national conscience and a
manifesittst  of traditional 't merican
idealism."
( ACI1)-111111 could put your gripe in the student
gas crissiii-sits stiggrer  box tor write is letter to the editor
of the college paper. Or you could tell it to the is odd on
1, soapbox.
But at Bethel College in NI•Vdtt11. Kan.. Ilse f offs-gins'
reports. you go to an old storage r  in the southeast
tomer of the student • .
it's a **hostility ro ttttt is here students release their
hostilities (and entertain themselves 111141 others) by writ-
ing on the paiter-cosrred walls.
Lighted with red and blue lights. tht• room is evt•ti
I urnished with a step ladder so every hit of as
space can be used. And by the end of the day the walls
pre filled with student c plaints anti witticisms.
It was the first step in a student government project
to improve communication with the student body.
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letters to the editor
for moby dick
To the Editor:
Does the Dow Chemical Compa-
ny kill and maim innocent civilians
in Vietnam? No, you do! Who do
you think pays for each and every
canister of napalm that smolders
the Vietnamese countryside? You
do! All of us do who pay taxes. If
you do not like the present policy
of YOUR government in Vietnam,
don't take it out on some personnel
representative who visits your cam-
pus trying to earn the bread for his
family. Don't single out one of the
thousands of American businesses
who are fulfilling YOUR govern-
ment's contracts which aid in the
war effort. That is just as ridiculous
as protesting against your local
automobile salesman because thou-
sands of Americans die on the high-
ways each year.
If you are serious in your en-
deavor and not just following a fad
set by others; if your interest is
genuine and you are not just going
along with the gang because it's fun
to be a dissenter; if your conscience
truly guides you in this path and
you are not just out to get your
kicks; then, bypass the chemical
makers, aircraft builders, and all
the other microcosms who are only
tiny slices of the big pie. Forget
all the little goldfish who flounder
about indiscriminately, and sharpen
your harpoons for Moby Dick who
swims freely in Washington.
YOUR representatives in Con-
gress are allowing YOUR President
to carry on the war in a manner
which is evidently riot agreeable to
you. YOUR representatives are
duly elected by YOU. If they are
not serving in behalf of your be-
liefs and interests, let them know.
If your wishes are still not met,
vote otherwise in November. If you
are not old enough to vote, then
campaign vigorously for your be-
liefs. This is the Democratic Society
of which you are Students!
The results of these efforts would
prove to be much more fruitful
than the temporary news coverage
and "fun" which you are now en-
joying. In a month, who will re-
member?
Major T. Benton
the late show
To the Editor:
Glancing through your February
8 issue of the Campus. 1 had the
unfortunate experience of running
across a letter signed Al Ross. I
must admit I have little knowledge
of the SDS' statements concerning
napalm or the SOS' statements con-
cerning anything for that matter.
However, after reading this cliche
ridden and rather childish letter,
I had the feeling Mr. Ross had little
qualification to tell anyone "what
life is all about."
I cannot disprove his repetition
of the age old presumption "wars
will always be." However. I know
that as long as people accept this
as truth it will be true. I for one
am not willing to set back and say
man is ineffective and unable to
rationally shape his future so why
try. I am not willing to say man
can never live in peace. Certainly
if we are unwilling to work hard
and instead crouch in helpless terror
enslaved by a "fate" man himself
has unwittingly shaped and continu-
ally carried out on himself, this
fate—war—will continue. Why not
fight this "fate?" Maybe we will win.
What have we got to lose? Think,
Mr. Ross.
His assumption, "Every civilian
is a potential soldier and he can
kill you just as easy as the guy in
black pajamas" needs little com-
ment. Maybe he does not want to
kill you or anybody else. Further-
more, I am not sure an infant being
nursed by his mother or for that
matter any Vietnamese civilian has
much defense against fire being
dropped from the sky. Just for my
own interest, would Mr. Ross docu-
ment the times toe V.C. have used
napalm? Think, Mr. Ross,
The Geneva Convention "just
words when you deal with an Ori-
ental. . life is cheap and always
has been to them"--Mr. Ross ap-
parently watches the Late Show too
much. It is truly sad when an
American tor anyone for that mat-
ter) says a treaty or convention is
"just words." Are Orientals some
lower form of animal life Mr. Ross?
Are they any less human than you
or I? Are they any less honorable?
Think. Mr. Ross.
Just words! Yes, but to whom,
Mr. Ross? Did the Vietnamese or
the U.S. violate these words? Just
words—to a people who fought so
bitterly for them and continue to
do so now? Life to them is cheap!
A people who are willing to pay
the price they are paying and have
paid to govern themselves and you
say life for them is cheap. Existence
without the freedom of self deter-
mination is cheap to them—maybe
worthless. Yes. Maybe they are will-
ing to die rather than live the way
they have been, but does this mean
life to them is cheap? If life is cheap
to them, why do they care who
governs them or how? Why, Mr.
Ross. are they willing to endure
hardship and pain to gain a life of
self determination? Would they care
if life were cheap? Maybe they put
a higher premium on it than we do.
Think, Mr. Ross.
If you believe Vietnamese men,
women, and children weeping over
their losses is just for propaganda
you know very little about "life
'68Oldsmobile:
Great
spot tor
a sit-in.
You're looking at the
year's sweetest ploce for
a sit-in—Olds 4-4-2.
This is the scene:
Louvered hood up front.
Crisp sculpturing in
the rear. Rally Stripe arid
Custom Sport Wheels
available in between.
And what gleams beneath
that rakish afterdeck;
Two telltale flared exhausts
that give voice to a
400-cube, 4-barrel, 350-hp
Rocket V-8.
And look where you
live in foam-padded,
bucket-seat comfort.
The center console is
also available, as is the
clock tach engine gauge
Rally Poe.
And with all the new
GM safety features, including
energy-absorbing steering
column, 4-4-2 is the greatest
sit-in you ever sot in.
GM
outside." Yes, the SDS may have
a dream, hut is your nightmare bet-
ter? Does your nightmare give us
more meaning or hope to life? The
SIDS may have to think a little; we
all must think. I pray Mr. Ross that
you will think—think a great deal.
Jack Beach
twisted idealism •
To the Editor:
have been disturbed the past
week by an exhibit in the main en-
trance of Fogler Library, an exhibit
arranged by members of the local
S.D.S., or Students for a Democratic
Society. This organization was
granted a subsidy by the Student
Senate last fall to finance the stu-
dent services it would perform. One
wonders if this exhibit is a part of
those subsidized services.
The exhibit consists of posteis
and printed matter attacking the
U.S. Government's position in the
Viet Nam war. Included is a hand-
book for conscientious objectors
and a copy of the S.D.S. constitu- rik
tion. Most objectionable is a mock
recruiting poster of Uncle Sam, with
the caption, "Uncle Sam wants you,
nigger." with the further implica-
tion that the "niggers" are carelessly .
butchered in Viet Nam. The pur-
pose is obviously to stir up Negro
unrest. The logic is on a par with
that used in the South in the 1944
presidential campaign: "Mrs. Roose-
velt wants us to sleep with the nig-
pers.". The rest of the exhibit is simi-
lar in character.
One might think this exhibit a
"chamber of horrors" show, but a
note announces that this literature
will be distributed in the Memorial
Union on specified dates; so ap-
parently the organization wishes to
identify itself with the views ex-
pressed in the posters.
Like most people. I had assumed
the S.D.S., nationally and locally,
to be a group of young idealists
who sought to awaken public con-
sciousness to their point of view. I
can assume this no longer. The "nig-
ger" poster is not the product of
an idealistic mind, unless one of a
perverted and twisted idealism of
the most vicious type. It seeks to
be "hard-hitting" without regard to
means used. The opprobrious epi-
thet "nigger" is not the language of
the federal government; it is the
language of the S.D.S. The manner
of its use shows the most blatant
and cynical hypocrisy, not the
troubled conscience of youth trying
to act from sincere conviction. It
is a perverse travesty on the pro-
fessed aims of the S.O.S. and may
mark a takeover at national head-
quarters by those elements who
would destroy the U.S.A., instead
of save it. For every liberal move-
ment has its own Viet Cong. who
infiltrate in order to destroy, not to
save.
If student members of the S.D.S.
do not subscribe to the sentiments
of these, they should dissociate
themselves from the organization;
or the organization should dissociate
itself from the national group which
bears its name. Sincere opposition
to the war in Viet Nam should be
expressed sincerely, not with the
deliberate lies and twisted propagan-
da which the organization now
appears to be sponsoring.
John E. Hankins
Professor of English
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The new brothers of the
Pershing Rifles, a national
military honorary society for
ROTC participants, pose
proudly with their Company
M-12 banner.
Pershing rifles add 23;
Pershingettes,13
Company M-I2, University of
Njoine Chapter of PERSHING
RIFLES, a National Military Hon-
orary Society, has recently initiated
twenty-three new brothers. The
Society, founded in 1894, at the
University of Nebraska, is named
in honor of General John J. Persh-
ing.
PERSHING RIFLES, a tri-ser-
vice fraternity of the Army, Navy,
and Air Force, attempts to maintain
high performance standards in all
aspects of ROTC instruction, The
Maine Chapter is one of nearly two
hundred throughout the United
States.
New brothers of Company M-
12 are: Ziegfried Kachan. Peter
O'Neill, Wayne Rivers, Frank Hall-
ee. John Clifford. Doug McGowan,
Joe Cuetara, Dennis King, Larry
Szetela, Joe 'Markarian, Roger Tur-
cone, George Dersham. James
Paradis, Richard D'Auteuil, Tom
Mitchell, Vent Scile, Rick Weltzin,
TOM Sawyer, Mike MacPherson,
Dave Nichols. Gordon Ricker, and
Al Aalerud.
Thirteen girls joined the ranks of
the PERSHINGETTES when they
held their first formal initiation
prior to the Christmas holidays.
Organized a year and a half ago
as a trick drill team and as an
auxiliary unit to the PERSHING
RIFLES, they have given perform-
ances at football games, parades,
and at a drill competition at Rhode
Island. The new girls will try out
for places on the drill team and
then concentrate on a sabre-ma-ch-
ing routine for this spring's com-
petition at the PERSHING RIFLES
Regimental Drill Meet.
Also upcoming in their plans is
an exhibition at the basketball game
on Winter Carnival Weekend. The
PERSHINGETTES also work in
conjunction with the Military De-
partment in preparing for the annu-
al Military Ball.
The new PERSHINGETTE "Sis-
ters" are: Janice Adams, Brenda
Blanchard. Brenda Boulier. Carmen
Currier, Roberta Drummond, Jo-
Anne George. Robyn Hoos, Chris-
tine LaForge. Carole Nash, Glenda
Rollins. Regina Schaare. Rosemary
Shannon, and Erica Soucy.
UM project in record keeping
ELFAC aids small business firms
Electronic record keeping is a
project of the University of Maine's
department of agricultural business
and economics which is at the same
time a practical aid to many small
Maine business firms.
ELFAC, the Electronic Farm
Accounts System, is already well
known to Maine farmers as record
keeping the easy way, but during
the past year F. Richard King,
agricultural business specialist,
and Roger Blackstone, business
managment consultant in the de-
partment, have been adapting the
program to meet the needs of a
variety of small businesses. The
project is supported by a State
Technical Services grant.
ELFAC. a non-profit, educational
organization serving the manage-
ment needs of farmers and other
small businessmen in the northeast-
ern states and the eastern provinces
of Canada, is sponsored by the
individual extension services in the
northeast.
Flexibility, according to Richard
King, is a major feature of the
ELFAC System. "Tailor-made pro.
grants have been developed to
meet the needs of newspapers,
grocery stores, campground op-
erators, milk plants, hotels, mo-
tels, forestry firms, and general
business organizations as well,"
he says.
The Coffee House
The Coffee House has scheduled
a poetry hour Friday, February 16,
and a performance by Sandy Ives
on Saturday evening. Professor Ives
is a folk specialist at Maine who
will present a program of old bal-
lads and Maine tunes which he has
collected. The following Wednesday
there will be a Coffee House forum
in which students may discuss their
like, and dislikes of the Coffee
House. changes which they would
like made, and new ideas which the
Coffee House could use.
Future entertainment plans will
include a Sea Time program with
records by Sitar, an Open Hoot, and
an evening when anyone can bring
any record which he would like to
hear played.
SHOP & SAVE
19 MILL STREET — ORONO
Meat Department
PORK RIB COMB. - RIB ROAST & CENTER CHOPS
PORK CHINE COMB. - CHINE ROAST & LOIN CHOPS
OVEN READY TURKEYS-Butterfield Brand, Grade A, 16 to 24 lbs
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST - USDA GRADED BEEF
SMOKED FILLETS - FRESH FROZEN
48c lb.
58c lb.
33c lb.
69c lb.
53c lb.
Grocery Department
Flaky Bake ANGEL RING CAKE 10 or. 39c
LISTERINE 7 oz. 59c
Chose & Sanborn COFFEE 69c
Lucky Leaf CHERRY PIE FILLING 22 or. cons 47c
Jiffy PIE CRUST MIX 9 oz. pkg. 2/25c
Libby's CREAM STYLE or WHOLE KERNEL CORN 16 oz. 4/11Nk
Dole PINEAPPLE PINK GRAPEFRUIT DRINK 46 oz. 441.00
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS 151/2 ca. 3/79c
Staff CANE & MAPLE SYRUP 24 oz. 49c
Red & White SLICED CHEESE, White & Colored 12 oz 49c
Bird's Eye FRENCH FRIED POTATOES 9 oz. 7 '81.00
Bird's Eye PEAS, 10 oz. - CUT GREEN BEANS, 9 oz.
FRENCH GREEN BEANS, 9 oz. --MIXED VEGETABLES, 10 oz.
' 5 $1.00 Mix or Match
Bird's Eye PEAS w ONIONS - GLAZED CARROTS, 10 oz. pkg.
Bird's Eye ONION RINGS, 4 oz. pkg
Bird's Eye FISH BITES, 8 oz. pkg. 4 $1.00 Mix or Match
Staff WAFFLES 5 or. 10 $1.00
Produce Deportment
KINNOWS 55c doz.
Serving You Is Our Pleasure
8:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
8:30 A.M. • 9:00 P.M. Thursday, Friday
8:00 A.M. - 6:30 P.M. Saturday
Among the diversified accounts
included in last year's more or less
pioneer program were the Corner
Store, a grocery store in Ellsworth
Falls; the Bar Harbor Times; the
Blue Hill Weekly Packet; the Jour-
nal Publishing Company. Belfast;
and the Forestland Management
Company. Bridgton.
"This centralized system pro-
v ides a golden opportunity for
analysis of several records and en-
able:, the operator to compare his
operation with others of similar
size.... King says. "This goes a
long way to pinpointing problem
areas."
For instance, such controllable
expenses as wages and salaries.
administrative expenses, advertising
and promotion, supplies, repairs.
and so forth, can be pulled out and
averaged for stores in the group.
The per cent that each of the im-
portant expense items is of sales
is calculated and the individual
store may compare its figures with
the average for the group, or the
average for the three most profit-
able stores.
Although detailed cost analysis
is available if the firm manager is
interested, the records can be kept
very simply and in less detail if
this is preferred.
Participants in the ELFAC pro-
gram for each month they, submit
data, receive three reports. The
Eras of these reports is called an
"Operating Statement" and is a
short summary of the principal
items of income and expense. The
second report, a "Financial Sum-
mary," is a detailed listing of
individual items of income and
expense for the month and year
to-date. The third monthly report
is called a "Cash Summary and
Accuracy Control" and is a recon-
ciliation of cash and accrual ac-
counts, and also serves as a safe-
guard against omission of items.
Each participant is encouraged to
include a budget at the beginning
of each year, and in this way
monthly reports will indicate the
current position relative to the
budget in each general area of in-
come or expense.
At the end of the year calendar
year accounts receive a "Deprecia-
tion Schedule" which is an updated
list of items being depreciated with
a summary of depreciation allow-
able in the current year. In addition,
the participant receives an "Invest-
ment Credit Report" which gives
all details on items purchased in the
current year and a summary of
allowable investment credit.
All You Need Is Love
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The en-
gagement ring you choose says so much about
your love . and should it be o Keepsake, the
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured I. Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at ‘Our
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."
REGISTERED
DIAMOND RINGS
ISLAM WS ALSO 11250 TO 2100 VIEDDINII SINS 100.
PNICIIS abs 8100. TO S11000 RINGS INLAISIO TO 11110* SCANTS Of DE
•  Welt NIS A 11 POND COMPASS. INC ISIlts 1052
rHow TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WE -1)DING
Please send new 29-page booklet. -How To Plan Your Engage-
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder. Wh for
only 25c. Also send special offer of beautiful 44-page Grid BOOM.
SA •
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KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y 13201
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The new brothers of the
Pershing Rifles, a national
military honorary society for
ROTC participants, pose
proudly with their Company
M-12 banner.
Pershing rifles add 23;
Pershingettes,13
Company M-12. University of
/*tine Chapter of PERSHING
RIFLES. a National Military Hon-
orary Society, has recently initiated
twenty-three new brothers, The
Society, founded in 1894, at the
University of Nebraska, is named
in honor of General John 1. Persh-
ing.
PERSHING RIFLES. a tri-ser-
vice fraternity of the Army. Navy,
and Air Force, attempts to maintain
high performance standards in all
aspects of ROTC instruction. The
Maine Chapter is one of nearly two
hundred throughout the United
States.
New brothers of Company M-
12 are: Ziegfried Kachan, Peter
O'Neill. Wayne Rivers, Frank Hall-
e& John Gifford, Doug McGowan,
Joe Cuetara. Dennis King, Larry
Sietela. Joe Markarian, Roger Tur-
cotte. George Dersham. lames
Paradis. Richard D'Auteuil, Tom
Mitchell, Vern Stile. Rick Weltzin.
-fiom Sawyer, Mike MacPherson,
Dave Nichols. Gordon Ricker. and
Al Aalerud.
Thirteen girls joined the ranks of
the PERSHINGETTES when they
held their first formal initiation
prior to the Christmas holidays.
Organized a year and a half ago
as a trick drill team and as an
auxiliary unit to the PERSHING
RIFLES, they have given perform-
ances at football games, parades.
and at a drill competition at Rhode
Island. The new girls will try out
for places on the drill team and
then concentrate on a sabre-march-
ing routine for this spring's com-
petition at the PERSHING RIFLES
Regimental Drill Meet.
Also upcoming in their plans is
an exhibition at the basketball game
on Winter Carnival Weekend. The
PERSHINGETTES also work in
conjunction with the Military De-
partment in preparing for the annu-
al Military Ball.
The new PERSHINGETTE "Sis-
ters" are: Janice Adams, Brenda
Blanchard. Brenda Boulier. Carmen
Currier, Roberta Drummond. Jo-
Anne George. Robyn Hoos. Chris-
tine LaForge. Carole Nash, Glenda
Rollins. Regina Schaare, Rosemary.
Shannon, and Erica Soucy.
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UM project in record keeping
ELFAC aids small business firms
Electronic record keeping is a
project of the University of Maine's
department of agricultural business
and economics which is at the same
time a practical aid to many small
Maine business firms.
ELFAC, the Electronic Farm
Accounts System. is already well
known to Maine farmers as record
keeping the AMP, ,as, but during
the past year F. Richard King,
agricultural business specialist,
and Roger Blackstone, business
managment consultant in the de-
partment, have been adapting the
program to meet the needs of a
variety of small businesses. The
project is supported by a State
Technical Services grant.
ELFAC. a non-profit, educational
organization serving the manage-
ment needs of farmers and other
small businessmen in the northeast-
ern states and the eastern provinces
of Canada. is sponsored by the
individual extension services in the
northeast.
Flexibility, according to Richard
King, is a major feature of the
ELFAC System. "Tailor-made pro-
grams have been deveivived to
meet the needs of newspapers,
grocery stores, campground op-
erators, milk plants, hotels, mo-
tels, forestry firms, and general
business organizations as well,"
he says.
The Coffee House
The Coffee House has scheduled
a poetry hour Friday. February 16,
and a performance by Sandy Ives
on Saturday evening. Professor Ives
is a folk specialist at Maine who
will present a program of old bal-
lads and Maine tunes which he has
collected. The following Wednesday
there will be a Coffee House forum
in which students may discus, their
like, and dislikes of the Coffee
House. changes which they would
like made, and new idea, which the
Coffee House could use.
Future entertainment plans will
include a Sea Time program with
records by Sitar. an Open Hoot, and
an evening when anyone can bring
any record which he would like to
hear played.
•
SHOP & SAVE
19 MILL STREET — ORONO
Meat Department
PORK RIB COMB. - RIB ROAST & CENTER CHOPS
PORK CHINE COMB. - CHINE ROAST & LOIN CHOPS
OVEN READY TURKEYS—Butterfield Brand, Grade A, 16 to 24 lbs.
B01"""5 CHUCK ROAST - USDA GRADED BEEF
SMOKED FILLETS - FRESH FROZEN
48c lb,
58c lb.
33c lb.
69c lb.
53c lb.
Grocery Department
Flaky Bake ANGEL RING CAKE 10 oz. 39c
LISTERINE 7 oz. 59c
Chose & Sanborn COFFEE 69c
Lucky Leaf CHERRY PIE FILLING 22 oz cans 47c
Jiffy PIE CRUST MIX 9 oz. pka. 2/25c
Libby's CREAM STYLE or WHOLE KERNEL CORN 16 oz. 4/88c
Dole PINEAPPLE PINK GRAPEFRUIT DRINK 46 oz. 4/$1.00
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS 151  OZ. 3/79c
Staff CANE & MAPLE SYRUP 24 oz. 49c
Red & White SLICED CHEESE, White & Colored 12 oz. 49c
Bird's Eye FRENCH FRIED POTATOES 9 oz. 7 $1 00
Bird's Eye PEAS, 10 oz — CUT GREEN BEANS, 9 oz.
FRENCH GREEN BEANS, 9 oz. — MVED VEGETABLES, 10 or
5 $1.00 Mix or Match
Bird's Eye PEAS w ONIONS — GLAZED CARROTS, 10 oz. pkg.
Bird's Eye ONION RINGS, 4 oz. pkg.
Bird's Eye FISH BITES, B oz. pkg. 4 $1.00 Mix or Match
Staff WAFFLES 5 oz. 10 $1.00
Produce Deportment
KINNOWS 55c doz.
Serving You Is Our Pleavire
8:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday
8:30 A.M. .9:00 P.M. Thursday, Friday
8:00 A.M. - 6:30 P.M. Saturday
Among the diversified accounts
included in last year's more or less
pioneer program were the Corner
Store, a grocery store in Ellsworth
Falls; the Bar Harbor Times; the
Blue Hill Weekly Packet; the Jour-
nal Publishing Company. Belfast;
and the Forestland Management
Company. Bridgton.
"This centralized system pro-
vides a golden opportunity for
analssis of seseral records and en-
ables the operator to compare his
operation with others of similar
size," King sass. "This goes a
long way to pinpointing problem
areas."
For instance, such controllable
expenses as wages and salaries,
administrative expenses, advertising
and promotion, supplies, repairs,
and so forth, can be pulled out and
averaged for stores in the group.
The per cent that each of the im-
portant expense items is of sales
is calculated and the individual
store may compare its figures with
the average for the group, or the
average for the three most profit-
able stores.
Although detailed cost analysis
is available if the firm manager is
interested, the records can be kept
very simply and in less detail if
this is preferred.
Participants in the ELFAC pro-
gram for each month they submit
data, receive three reports. The
first of these reports is called an
"Operating Statement" and is a
short summary of the principal
items of income and expense. The
second report, a "Financial Sum-
mary," is a detailed listing of
individual items of income and
expense for the month and year
to-date. The third monthly report
is called a "Cash Summary and
Accuracy Control" and is a recon-
ciliation of cash and accrual ac-
counts, and also serves as a safe-
guard against omission of items.
Each participant is encouraged to
include a budget at the beginning
of each year, and in this way
monthly reports will indicate the
current position relative to the
budget in each general area of in-
come or expense.
At the end of the year calendar
year accounts receive a "Deprecia-
tion Schedule" which is an updated
list of items being depreciated with
a summary of depreciation allow-
able in the current year. In addition,
the participant receive, an "Invest-
ment Credit Report" which gives
all details on items purchased in the
current year and a summary of
allowable investment credit.
All You Need is Love
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The en-
gagement ring you choose says so much about
your love . and should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tog at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."
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Orono, Maine, February 15, 1968
Caught-in-
the-act
everybody's
doin' it . .
li. Karen A. Marks
The Cercle Francaise will test
• its knowledge of French this week-
end. The French Club hits the wil-
derness trail for the old but swing-
ing city of Quebec. It should be
fun—this is Quebec's Winter Car-
nival weekend
The light. are out thi. weekend
at Lambda (hi Alpha as the
house ob.erve. it. annual "Black
Out- part, from 8 to 12 with the
-Crain. of Sand.-
lhe Inter% arsity Christian Fel-
, w ship sled, off ro Dixmont this
Saturday for their Winter's Activi-
ties Day.
A weekend of Anne at Sugar
I oaf lie, ahead for the Maine Out-
ing Club
Ronfire. still burn :old skater-
ma, freeze this Frida. front 7 to
930 at the I nisersits's skating
area. This chance to exercise
ninibleness on skates is sponsored
b. the Fresh.
his Friday the Cumberlands pro.
vide the ,creeches and hoots for a
darLe sponsored by the Eagles and
. su ls The beat will go on from 8
to 12 at I.engyel Hall your presence
requires only 5.50.
The rush is on at Sigma Phi
Ep.ilon! "Klondike Nile" will be
held this Saturday from 8 to 12
with music by the "Monarchs."
[he discs will be spinning at
Alpha Tau Omega's recordhop this
Saturday night from 8 to 12.
Delta Zeta's Dream Cirl was
named at the Pledge Formal Imo
Frida. evening. She I. Miss so,.
Adamski. She .11.1 chosen for
i.pifving the ideal. of her ****** ri-
t..
Hest SA ',he. to Polly Dyer. Alpha
Orrmron Pi. pinned to Cush Den-
nison. Barbara Small pinned to
Joel Fishman. Nilsson ( °liege. Jean-
nie Willard pinned to John Water-
house. I arnhda Chi Alpha. Madic
Allen. Westbrook Junior Collegc.
pinned to I awrie Eaton. Sigma Al-
pha Epsilon, Georgette 11.e8lans.
Greenwich. Conn., pinned to Conio
Sessa, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
! Maine pulp and paper alumni
number highest in industry1
1
aP
It may look like the stair-
%was. to Valhalla or the inside
of a well or perhaps the first
mixed-couples group board-
ing their rocket for the
moon. Actually this menage-
rie was collected at the recent
open house at York Hall.
Sonic 1.038 University of Maine
alumni are affiliated with pulp and
paper and allied companies in 37
states and 17 foreign countries. ac-
cording to the 1968 directory uhich
has just been published by The Uni-
versity of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation.
The directory includes also the
names of 137 corporations which
are members of the Foundation and
531 individual members, 43 of whom
are not University of Maine alumni
but men who are interested in the
F datipn's educational program of
uhich Dr. Lyle C. Jenness is the
director as executive secretary of the
Founda
Maine with 437 alumni in the in-
dustry tops the list of states fol-
lowed by New York with 110, Mas-
sachusetts, 108, Pennsylvania, 43,
and New Jersey and Wisconsin with
28 each. Canada stands first among
the foreign countries uith 20 men.
India is next with four followed by
England and the Philippines with
three each.
The publication lists the alumni
also by the 269 companies and or-
ganizations which are employers of
the alumni. Great Northern Paper
Company with 82 stands first, closely
followed by S. D. Warren Co., Divi-
sion of Scott Paper Co. with 76, Ox-
ford Paper Co. with 68, Internation-
American Field Service
The Orono Chapter of American
Field Seryice is interested in obtain-
ing names of any students who
might have been at one time AFS
students from the United States
abroad. Please contact Mrs. Donald
Weaver. 866-4319.
Befot Slelcdps
PRE-WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
CLEARANCE
Entire Selection of Ladies'
CAR COATS
• Corduroys
• Suedes
• Wools
• Famous makers
Reg Now
$50 — $30.-
45 — 27.-
40 — 25.—
XJ=13=41=i11;:li==1:1=134.=1=l0=8;ar-s
ONE GROUP
SWEATERS
• Orions
• Wools
• Reg. $6-10
• All colors
• Sizes 3440
$3*COD
...-13=113=11-4T-41=1:3=16===lii=1).
UNTR1M COATS
• Ottoman fabrics
• Diagonals
• Set in sleeve
• Single & double
breasted styles
• 6-20
Reg.
$85.
70.
60.
45.
Now
$55-
42.
38.
28.
DRESSES
Entire Selection
Junior Dresses
Reg. *15-30
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profit organization seeking to interest
more young men in training for the
pulp and paper and allied industries
through financial aid and coopera-
tion with the University of Maine
in providing funds for pulp and pa-
per teaching and equipment.
al Paper Co. with 59 and St. Regis
Paper Co. with 40 are the other
large employers.
The Foundation publishes the di-
rectory annually. It is available to
corporate and individual members
of the Foundation which is a non-
(By the author of ''Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)
MORNINGS AT SEVEN...AND
THERE'S NOTHING YOU CAN DO
ABOUT IT
Any man who says morning is the best time of day is
either a liar or a meadow lark.
There is only one way to make morning enjoyable:
sleep till noon. Failing that, the very best you can do is to
make morning tolerable. This, I am pleased to report, is
possible if you will follow three simple rules:
I. Share properly.
By shaving properly I mean shaving quietly. Don't use
a blade that whines and complains. Morning being a time
of clanger and anger, use a blade that neither clangs nor
angs. Use a blade that makes no din on your chin, no
squeak on your cheek, no howl on your jowl, no rip on
your lip, no waves while it shaves. Use, in short, Personna
Super Stainless Steel Blades.
I have been shaving for 71 years (not too impressive
until one considers that I am 49 years old) and I am here
to tell you that the quietest blade I know is Personna. I not
only shave with Personna, but I also admire it. Old vir-
tues reappear in Personna; old values are reborn. Per-
gonna is a modest blade, an undemanding blade. Personna
does not rasp and tug, yelling, "Hey, lookit me!" No, sir,
not Personna! Silently, respectfully, unobtrusively, Per-
sonna whisks your whiskers with nary a whisper. It
shucks your soil and stubble without toil and trouble.
Why:ft-I.:I hardly know it's there, this well-bred Personna
blade, this paragon of punctilio.
Moreover, this crown of the blade-maker's art, this
epitome of epidermal efficacy, is available both in Double-
edge style and Injector style. Do your kisser a favor: get
some.
2. Break/cud properly.
I assert that a Personna shave is the best of all possible
shaves. But I do not assert that a Personna shave, brac-
ing though it may be, is enough to prepare you for the
hideous forenoon ahead. After shaving you must eat an
ample breakfast.
Take, for example, the case of Basil Metabolism, a soph-
omore at V.M.I. Basil, knowing there was to be an inspec-
tion by the Commandant one morning, prepared by stor-
ing up energy. He recognized that coffee and juice would
not sustain him, so he had a flitch of bacon, a clutch of
eggs, a batch of bagels, a notch of ham, a bunch of butter,
a swatch of grits, a hutch of honey, a patch of jelly, a
thatch of jam, a twitch of pepper, and a pinch of salt.
The idea was right; the quant ilies, alas, wer not. When
the Commandant arrived, Basil, alas, was so torpid that
he could not raise his bloated arm in a proper salute. He
was, of course, immediately shot by a firing squad. Today,
a perforated man, he earns a meagre living as a collander
in Cleveland.
S. Read properli,.
Always read the paper at breakfast. It inhibits bolting.
But do not read the front page. That is full of bad, acid-
making news. Read a more pleasant part of the paper—
the Home and Garden section, for example.
For instance, in my local paper, The Westport Peasant,
there is a delightful column called "Ask Harry Home-
spun" which fairly bristles with bucolic wisdom and
many an earthy chuckle. I quote some questions and
answers:
Qs I ant thinking of buying Sonic pou•er tools. What
should 1 get first ?
A : Hospitalization.
Q: llow do you get rid of moles?
A; Pare the lawn.
Q : What is the best way to put a wide ear in a narrow
garage'
A; Butter it.
Q: What do you do for elm blight?
.4; Salt water gargle and bed rest.
Q: What can! do for dry hair?
A: Get a wet hat.
• • • MO Ma. flAtki,..s..
Per-gonna', partner in sharing COT/MI is Burma-
Share, regular or menthol. Together, Pee-aroma and
Burma-Shave make a considerable contribution toward
forenoon survival.
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Draft disrupts
graduate study
Wash., D. C. (1. P.)—"Catas-
trophic disruption" of graduate ed-
ucation next year is predicted by an
ad hoc committee on selective serv-
ice for the Association of Graduate
Schools of the Association of Ameri-
can Universities.
A statement intended for federal
officials and the Congress .arns that
current rules "will produce an in-
evitable deterioration of all higher
education for an unpredictable num-
ber of years," if left unchanged.
"All advanced education is vital
to the national interest," the state-
ment emphasizes: The armed serv-
ices themselves are deeply com-
mitted to program of graduate ed-
ucation in a set of disciplines almost
as broad as the full range of
our most comprehensive graduate
schools.
"The federal government has re-
cently made enormous investments
in support of graduate education in
almost all fields of knowledge. The
pressing need for more and better
teachers is well documented and, in
itself, offers a compelling reason to
assure .ise management of selective
service as it applies to students in all
areas of graduate training.. .
"The present regulations will in-
evitably produce induction of a
sizable proportion of present first-
year graduate students at the end
of this year and may well lead to a
catastrophic disruption not only of
the induividual student's education
but of all American higher educa-
tion, since it will be impossible fo
make even minimal plans for 1968-
69 or subsequent years."
IVMEB expands
WWII, the campus's very own
radio station, is expanding its pro-
gramming week to six days. Sunday
through Friday. The addition of
Sunday broadcasting to the schedule
of 91.9 FM dial radio went into ef-
fect February 4.
Sabbath programming begins at 6
p.m. with a two-hour show called
"Sounds of the Big Bands.- Host
Dale Lumsden will be playing the
big band sounds of the thirties and
the tunes of the newest bands of
the fifties and sixties. For added
listening pleasure. -Reverie" then
offers four hours of the best in easy
studying—or procrastinating—music.
A desire to bring a change to the coverage of Greeks in
the yearbook has led the Prism staff to initiate a photo
contest among sorority pledge classes and fraternities.
The object of the contest is for each participating group
to submit from one to three group pictures as above, de-
picting activities of that group for publication in the Prism.
These are to be informal, imaginative, and can be humorous
and self-satirical if desired. The initiative for organizing and
taking the pictures is to come from the organization itself,
rather than the Prism.
Prizes for this year's contest will be a placque and a $25
cash prize to the winner in each of the two divisions: Soror-
ity Pledge Classes and Fraternities. Winning pictures will
appear in the Campus.
Since this is the first time a contest of this kind has been
run, it was decided to limit the number of participating
groups and use it as a trial. If the response is favorable
it could lead to a campus-wide contest in future years.
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Tuckered-out
"Man that pledge formal scene will drive a good man to
drink!" Here we see two exhausted victims of last Friday
night's sorority initiation rites. We suspect that the nappers
are left somewhat less stimulated by the whole thing than
their dates ... judging by the formers' morning-after slue
gishness, baggy eyes and lethargic speech.
Uneasy Peace Corps
Applications reduced by 50%
By Walter Grant
(College Press Service)
WASH. ICPS)—T he Peace
Corps. once the Mecca of many
student idealists, is on the thresh-
hold of what could he the most
crucial period in its seven-year his-
tory.
officials--s ho in
the past has., lead little trouble
consincing sluing people to gise
up tsii sears of their life to sork
in an imilerilcseloped count', -
114.. ill II/I 11,111-1.1•••. I/II illl• Ile-
fensise for the first time. The ma-
jor problem is the Peace Corps!
close association sith the federal
government at a t: • ,.hen the
gosernment is unpopular among
young people.
Peace Corps officials, including
Agency Director Jack Vaughn. are
not ready to admit the Corps has
problems. But some other high-
ranking government officials have
confirmed privately that the Corps
may he in trouble.
Recruiting figures alone indicate
the Peace Corps has less appeal non
than it had a year ago. In Novem-
ber. 1966, the Peace Corps received
7,097 applications from college sen-
iors. Last November. applications
were filed by only 3.768 seniors.
nearly a 50 per cent reduction.
Oserall. the Peace Corps re-
ceised 9.661 applications la'
Nosember, compared sills 12,111
iii November of 1966. Recruiting
sas &sun in Derember. nub
the Corps reeeising 7,093 appli-
cations last December- compare&
stitli 11.288 in 1966.
See Page 19
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Caught-in-
the-act
everybody's
doin' it . .
I y Karen A. Marks
The Cercle Francaise will test
• its knowledge of French this week-
end. The French Club hits the wil-
derness trail for the old but swing-
ing city of Quebec. It should be
fun—this is Quebec's Winter Car-
nival weekend.
The lights are out this weekend
at Lambda Chi Alpha as the
house observes its annual "Black
Out" party from 8 to 12 with the
"Grains of Seed."
The Intervarsity Christian Fel-
lowship sleds off to Dismont this
Saturday for their Winter's Activi-
ties Day.
A weekend of skiing at Sugar
Loaf lies ahead for the Maine Out-
ing Club.
Bonfires will burn and skaters
may freeze this Friday from 7 to
9:30 at the University's skating
area. This chance to exercise
, nimbleness on skates is sponsored
by the Fresh.
This Friday the Cumberlands pro-
vide the screeches and hoots for a
dance sponsored by the Eagles and
w. Owls. The beat will go on from 8
to 12 at I engyel Hall; your presence
requires only 5.50.
The rush is on at Sigma Phi
Epsilon! "Klondike Nile" will be
held this Saturday from 8 to 12
with music by the -Monarchs."
The discs will he spinning at
Alpha Tau Omega's recordhop this
Saturday night from 8 to 12
Delta blies Dream was
named at the Pledge Formal Imo
Friday evening. She is Ili.. wo,.
Adamoki. She was chosen for
',pa* ins the ideals of her sorori-
ty.
Best wishes to Polly Dyer. Alpha
Omicron Pi, pinned to Cush Den-
nison. Barbara Small pinned to
Joel Fishman. HUSSOfl College. Jean-
nie Willard pinned to John Water-
house. Lambda Chi Alpha; Madie
Allen. Westbrook Junior College.
Pinned to Lawrie Eaton, Sigma Al-
pha Epsilon, Georgette LeBlanc.
Greenwich. Conn.. pinned to Como
Sessa, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
4
It may look like the stair-
way to Valhalla or the inside
of a well or perhaps the first
mixed-couples group board-
ing their rocket for the
moon. Actually this menage-
rie was collected at the recent
open house at York Hall.
Maine pulp and paper alumni
number highest in industry
Soffit' 1.038 University of Maine
alumni are affiliated with pulp and
paper and allied companies in 37
states and 17 foreign countries. ac-
cording to the 1968 directory which
has just been published by The Uni-
versity of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation.
The directory includes also the
names of 137 corporations which
are members of the F billion and
531 individual members, 43 of whom
are not University of Maine alumni
but men who are interested in the
F datipn's educational program of
which Dr. Lyle C. Jenness is the
director as executive secretary of the
Foundation.
Maine with 437 alumni in the in-
dustry tops the list of states fol-
lowed by New York with 110, Mas-
sachusetts, 108, Pennsylvania, 43,
and New Jersey and Wisconsin with
28 each. Canada stands first among
the foreign countries with 20 men.
India is next with four followed by
England and the Philippines with
three each.
The publication lists the alumni
also by the 269 companies and or-
ganizations which are employers of
the alumni. Great Northern Paper
Company with 82 stands first, closely
followed by S. D. Warren Co., Divi-
sion of Scott Paper Co. with 76, Ox-
ford Paper Co. with 68, Internation-
,
American Field Service
The Orono Chapter of American
Field Service is interested in obtain-
ing names of any students who
might have been at one time AFS
students from the United States
abroad. Please contact Mrs. Donald
Weaver. 566-4319.
Ben Slataiili
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profit organization seeking to interest
more young men in training for the
pulp and paper and allied industries
through financial aid and coopera-
tion with the University of Maine
in providing funds for pulp and pa-
per teaching and equipment.
at Paper Co. with 59 and St. Regis
Paper Co. with 40 are the other
large employen.
The Foundation publishes the di-
rectory annually. It is available to
corporate and individual memben
a the Foundation which is a non-
On eampue
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MORNINGS AT SEVEN... AND
THERE'S NOTHING YOU CAN DO
ABOUT IT
' Any man who says morning is the best time of day is
either a liar or a meadow lark.
There is only one way to make morning enjoyable:
sleep till noon. Failing that, the very best you can do is to
make morning tolerable. This, I am pleased to report, is
possible if you will follow three simple rules:
1. Shave properly.
By shaving properly I mean shaving quietly. Don't use
a blade that whines and complains. Morning being a time
of danger and anger, use a blade that neither clangs nor
angs. Use a blade that makes no din on your chin, no
squeak on your cheek, no howl on your jowl, no rip on
your lip, no waves while it shaves. Use, in short, Personna
Super Stainless Steel Blades.
I have been shaving for 71 years (not too impressive
until one considers that I am 49 years old) and I am here
to tell you that the quietest blade I know is Personna. I not
only shave with Personna, but I also admire it. Old vir-
tues reappear in Personna; old values are reborn. Per-
gonna is a modest blade, an undemanding blade. Personna
does not rasp and tug, yelling, "Hey, lookit me!" No, sir,
not Personna! Silently, respectfully, unobtrusively, Per-
sonna whisks your whiskers with nary a whisper. It
shucks your soil and stubble without toil and trouble.
Why, you ha. 31y know it's there, this well-bred Personna
blade, this paragon of punctilio.
Moreover, this crown of the blade-maker's art, this
epitome of epidermal efficacy, is available both in Double-
edge style and Injector style. Do your kisser a favor: get
some.
J. Breakfast properly.
I assert that a Personna shave is the best of all possible
shaves. But I do not assert that a Personna shave, brac-
ing though it may be, is enough to prepare you for the
hideous forenoon ahead. After shaving you must eat an
ample breakfast.
Mike, for example, the case of Basil Metabolism, a soph-
omore at V.M.I. Basil, knowing there was to be an inspec-
tion by the Commandant one morning, prepared by stor-
ing up energy. He recognized that coffee and juice would
not sustain him, so he had a ffitch of bacon, a clutch of
eggs, a batch of bagels, a notch of ham, a bunch of butter,
a swatch of grits, a hutch of honey, a patch of jelly, a
thatch of jam. a twitch of pepper, and a pinch of salt.
The idea was right; the quantities, alas, were not. When
the Commandant arrived, Basil, alas, was so torpid that
he could not raise his bloated arm in a proper salute. He
was, of course, immediately shot by a firing squad. Today,
a perforated man, he earns a meagre living as a collander
in Cleveland.
.1. Read proper/h.
Always read the paper at breakfast. It inhibits bolting.
But do not read the front page. That is full of bad, acid-
making news. Read a more pleasant part of the paper-
the Home and Garden section, for example.
For instance, in my local paper, The Westport Peasant,
there is a delightful column called "Ask Harry Home-
spun" which fairly bristles with bucolic wisdom and
many an earthy chuckle. I quote some questions and
answers:
Q I am thinking of buying some power tools. What
should I get first?
A: Hospitalization.
Q How do you get rid of moles?
4: Pave the lawn.
Q: What is the best way to put a wide car in a marrow
garage?
A: Butter it.
Q: What do yosi do for elm blight?
A: Salt water gargle and bed rest.
Q: What can) do for dry hair?
A: Get a wet hat.
• • • e 111•1 SITIalmast
Personna'm partner in sharing comfort is Burins-
Share, regular or menthol. Together, Personna and
Burma-Share make a considerable contribution goiters'
forenoon surriral.
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Yale College abolishes Wanted: tree techies
normal grading system Industry seeks foresters
—New Haven. Conn.-(I.P.). The
faculty of Yale College recently
voted to abolish the numerical grad-
ing system and replace it with a new
one. Dean Georges May has issued
the following memo on the change:
" the Faculty of Yale College
voted to approve a report of its
Standing Committee on the Course
of Study recommending that g.adzs
in Yale CoIlvge be Honors. High
Pass. and Fail, for a trial period of
five years. This change w ill be put
into effect at the end of the first
term of 1967-1968. Yale College
being the only undergraduate school
at `Iale, this change covers all un-
dergraduate courses.
-Prior to this, Yak College oper-
ated under a grading system of 40
to 100. Grades from 40 to 60 were
recorded in units of 5: from 60 to
100 in units of One; 60 was the
passing grade. Aside front relatively
minor adjustments, this system has
been in effect since 1943."
Studies are now underway by the
Dean and the faculty to answer
several other questions that have
come up because of the new grading
system. For example, many of the
awards and honors for students as
well as some of the degree require-
ments have been based on numerical
grades. How the new system is to
be used in answering these questions
is still to be worked out.
The grading system under discus-
sion applies only to the final grades
that a teacher hands in to the
Dean's Office at the end of the se-
mester to be recorded on the official
student transcript in the Dean's files.
Obviously, an individual teacher
can—and has right along—used a
variety of grading systems during
the course of a semester to mark
quizzes, papers. exams, etc. to in-
dicate the progress of a student in
his class.
1:0
*I 111-'go,01.
I. What on earth is that?
2 ‘Vhat &you 11111,11,
It keeps wit't tin( dins.
4. Ever considered going into
a field more likely to give
you a living income?
But I want to be of
service to humanity.
And I like the challenge
it provides
-AD
asziass a!'.4743.
The wiirld's first almost
perfect pitlIc slicer,
3 I loss 'ii sou make out
with your wit-sitarist-lion;
toothpick?
1 gas.' it tip to work
on my pre-streti
robins-1mnd.
5 Nlayhe visit iniglu lii look
into the openings at Equitable
They's e got a with range of
fascinating jobs that give you
the chains. to he of service.
And they also give you a
salary you can live on.
Say', think they Ise
interested in ins
fail-safe lint pinker?
Make an appointment through your Placement Officer to see Equitable's
employment representative on March 6 or write: James L. Morice.
Manager. College Employment.
The EQUITABLE life Assurance Society of the United States
Horne (Afire 1285 Air of the Americas. Neve York, N.Y. 10019
An Equal Opportunity Employer. M F P. Equitable 1968
Approximately two and one half
time, more wood products tech-
nicians than forest management
technicians would be needed, the
study -how-. The need for trained
technician. in these areas would
support a 1.0-,4•11r technical train-
ing program in the state. A school
with at least two curriculum op-
tion. would be neru'ssars if all
the potential is to he realized, the
study states.
Most of the managers interviewed
from the 427 firms used in the study
made a strong distinction between
the two types of technicians. In
most firms, one type of technician
would not be substituted for the
other.
Some of the major duties of the
forest management technician would
include timber cruising and inven-
tory work, marking, surveying and
line work, job inspection. job and
personnel supervision, and logging
road layout. Duties for the wood
products technician include job and
personnel supervision, log and lum-
ber grading, quality control, selling,
clerical work, and lumber drying.
The pulp and paper industry
and the sawmill industry would
employ more than half of the
forest management technicians,
the study shows. Sawmills, other
wood products mills and retail
lumber yards would employ the
majority of wood products tech-
nicians needed.
The average annual salary within
10 years of employment was esti-
mated to be 57,639 for the forest
management graduates and $8,126
for the wood products graduates.
The average annual starting salary
for the forest management techni-
cians was $4,913. and for the wood
products technician if was $4,883,
the study reveals.
A University of Maine investiga-
tion into the employment opportuni-
ties for forest management and
wood products technicians in the
state of Maine reveals that some 520
technicians will be needed by forest-
ry-based industries within the next
five years.
Results of the investigation ap-
pear in a recently published
U of M bulletin entitled Technical
Education Needs and Employment
Potential in Forestry-Based Oren-
Agricultural experts
visit Brazilian state
Dr Roland A. Struchteme,),er.
head of the University of Maine's
department of plant and soil sci-
ences, will head a team of agri-
cultural experts who will visit
Maine's sister state, Rio Grande
do Norte. Brazil. in March to study'
the state's agricultural needs. Alan
Rubin of Lewiston. chairman of the
Maine Partners of the Alliance com-
mittee. which sponsors Maine's par-
ticipation in the National Alliance
for Progress, made the announce-
ment.
Other U. M members of the
learn are Winthrop C. Libby, vice
president for public services: Dr.
Bruce R. Poulton. professor of
animal sciences and newly-named
director of the U. M.'s proposed
South Campus at Dow Air Force
Base; and 0. Len is V. man, state
program coordinator for the U. M.
Cooperative Extension Service. The
fifth member of the team is Sheldon
Ward, state director of the Farm
and Home Administration. U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
Dr. Struchtemeyer, who spent
the 1966-67 academic year in
Brazil as a soil fertility specialist
with the 1111 Research Institute.
said the group will concentrate
on the agricultural needs of *he
Brazilian state which in area and
population is much the same as
Maine. Located in Northern
Brazil, the state's economy is
largely agricultural, with some
fishing and lobstering.
The team will leave Orono for
Brazil Mao..11 9 and is expected to
return about March 25.
pations in Maine. The study was
made by Associate Professor of
Forestry Thomas J. Corcoran, as-
sistant director of the School of
Forest Resources; Associate Pro-
fessor of Wood Technology James
E. Shottafer; and a former gradu-
ate research assistant, Frederick
B. Burnett, now with Purdue Uni-
versity.
The investigation was initiated
in the summer of 1966, financed
by the Bureau of Vocational Educa-
tion, State Department of Educa-
tion, and the Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station. to establish in-
formational guidelines in regard to
the employment potential for forest-
ry technicians.
SDS profits
on book sale
Financial results of the SDS
Book Exchange have been available
to the university public. Gross book
sales came to $1,085.00. Books do-
nated to SDS brought in $25.00
and expenses for the sale amounted
to $20.00. SDS profit came to
$109.00 or 10% of the total intake.
SDS members had intended to
contribute their profit to the Politi-
cal Lyceum Committee of the Stu-
dent Senate. Because they were in-
formed that a gift of this sort must
be turned over to the university.
due to Senate regulations. a decision
was made to find another outlet for
the 5109.00. As of now the money
is to be used in setting up a fund
to bring speakers and movies to the
campus. This is tentative. however,
and any ideas on the subject will
he welcomed.
SDS hopes to sponsor another
hook exchange next fall but must
solve problems of collecting and
categorizing books in the week
before classes begin before any-
thing can be planned. The decision
to put the funds to some public use
was made because, according to
an SDS spokesman, "we don't think
people should make a profit from
selling books to students"
UNIVERSITY STORES
"Majoring in Service"
3rd
ANNUAL
OLA BOLAN BAYS .
CELEBRATING FOUR DECADES OF SERVICE TO THE
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY
FEB. 26 Through MARCH 2 
RECORD RIOT SPECIAL 
OVER 2,000 RECORDS BROUGHT IN JUST FOR THIS OCCASION
— "POP" — "CLASSICAL" — "JAZZ" — "MODERN" —
SAVINGS UP TO 50% OFF ORIGINAL PRICE
BOOK BARGAIN SPECIAL
HUNDREDS OF PUBLISHERS' CLOSEOUTS PURCHASED JUST FOR
OLA BOLAN DAYS — SAVINGS OF UP TO 50% OR MORE
PLUS
10% OFF ON ALL PAPERBACK BOOKS ALL WEEK
University Stores is owned and operated by the University of Maine serving the campuses of Orono, Portlan,'
Augusta and elsewhere throughout the state as the needs arise.
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It certainly is hard to get a quick lunch at the Bear's Den
nowadays. Everyone sits shoulder to shoulder in order to
accommodate the last minute drop-in who believes in the
motto: '''There's always room for one more...". At least there
is one good point about these conditions—everyone gets to
get close to more people on campus.
Legal resolutions sought
Students battle universitiesin court
By Richard Anthony
(Collegiate Press Service)
The extent of a colleges control
over the lives of its students is an
area that has hardly been touched
by the courts. As a result. there are
vast questions that await some kind
of legal resolution.
For example, to what extent can
a college regulate a student's sexual
life. Or. what can a college do to a
student who has broken a city or
state law? And again, if a student
pays a college for his room, does he
then have the rights normally given
to a renter? Legally, in fact, the
whole relationship between student
and his college is extremely vague
and un..efined. Recent court cases
involving students, however, do sug-
a gest what students can expect if they
challenge a university regulation in'
court.
According to Prof. Van Alstyne,
* a student who goes to court
charging that his right under the
First Amendment have been vio-
lated has the best chance of
getting a favorable ruling. The
rights of freedom of speech and
freedom of assembly are so firm-
ly established in American juris-
prudence that judges tend to give
them preference over whatever ar-
guments colleges may raise in op.
position.
In a recent case in Alabama,
Gary Dickey, a student editor at
Troy Stale College. went to court
after being expelled for printing the
word "censored" in the blank space
where he had planned to put an
editorial criticizing the state legis-
lature. The district court held for
the school, hut the appeals court
reversed the decision. saying that a
student was not required to waive
his right to editorial freedom as .1
condition of studying at a state
school, and that the rule for which
he was expelled was too broad to
he constitutional.
In another ease, decided this
past August, a federal district
court in South Carolina decided
that a South Carolina State Col-
lege rule that prohibited unau-
thorised "parades. celebrations,
and de •tration." wa• a vio-
lation of students' First :intend-
ment right, It ordered the rein-
statement of three Oticlent• nho
had been suspended for being in
a demonstration on campus.
Students and faculty v. ho have
challenged speaker ban laws on the
basis that they violate the academic
freedom of students have been gen-
erally successful recently, the courts
usually taking the position that aca-
demic freedom is a student right
tinder the First Amendment.
The further a case gets from the
First Amendment, however, the less
chance for students to get a favor.
able ruling. In a recent case in Tex-
as, a group of Southern Methodist
University students went to court to
challenge a university rule that re-
quired them to live in dormitories.
The court ruled against them.
In eases where a student tits-
bites a civic law, colleges can a.
most always take disciplinary ac-
tion themselves without fear of
being reversed by the courts. In
melt cases, colleges make use of
two major arguments. They say
that law-breaking by students
gives the college a bad *tante. and
that illegal behlnior by a student
is inconsistent with the education-
al function of college. Courts are
just beginning to chip away at the
first argument, and the second
stands more or less unchallenged,
as of now.
Thus a student expelled for smok-
ing pot, for example, has just about
no chance of being reinstated by a
court. Until some high court rules
that marijuana smoking is not sub-
ject to complete public control, there
is little hope of challenging school
regulations against it.
The foregoing are some very
general considerations that a student
should take into account in deciding
whether or not to go to court. There
are many others, of course. Money
is probably the main one. One esti-
mate of court costs and legal fees
for a case that starts at the city or
county court level, and goes to the
Supreme Cour:. is $10,000.
Free legal counsel is available
very rarely. The American Civil
Liberties I Mon will sometimes
take on cases that involve viola-
tions of constitutional rights. The
nion its a whole has not set pol-
icy on what cases III accept since
it is divided into 38 ))))))))
affiliates. In general, though, the
affiliates like to take oil CUM'S
that have a good chance of setting
an important legal precedent.
ACLL lawyers are thus not avail-
able for many ordinary civil lib-
erties cases.
For black students, the NAACP's
Legal Defense Fund has been the
major source of legal assistance.
The Congress of Racial Equality
also has a legal arm now, though it
is less extensive than that of the
NAACP.
Students attending universities
that have a law school can usual-
ly count on getting legal advice,
if not formal counsel, from the
school. The Law Students Civil
Right. Research Council, which
has chapters at many law schools,
may be a good starting point for
students who think their consti-
tutional rights have been violated
by the acton of a college atimin
istration.
Anyone can
With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per-
mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time. get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100 sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments.
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Profs receive
study grants
Summer Research Grants for
1968 have been awarded to 12 mem-
bers ot the University of Maine
faculty.
1111.1Vi% ing the grants, which
total approximately $25,000, are
Dr. Edward D. live., sociology
anti ant hropolog ; Dr. Richard
M. Jacobs. music; Dr. Takett.uga
Tsui-maul political science; Dr.
Joan V. Halperin. humanities
division. I esker...it? of Maine in
Portland; Dr. Darold W. Born'.
Jr.. geological .rienceft; Dr. Ger-
ald S. Ilaruson. physics; Prof.
Richard M. Rycknian, psycholo-
gy; Dr. Robert M. Abelson, psy-
chology; Dr. John A. Spanogle,
Sell I of Law; Dr. John F. Rat-
tick, history; Dr. Edward F. Carr,
physics; Dr. Grattan P. Murphy
Jr., mathematics.
['here were 28 applications for
the Summer Research Grant which
are financed through the university
and from private sources. Primary
purpose of the grants is to instigate
research by faculty members during
a two-month summer period with
the hope that the faculty member
will be able to continue the research
!ater with financing from another
interested agency.
The grant recipients are select-
ed by a university committee
which screens the applications
and makes the awards on the
basis of proposal quality and ex-
pected quality of results.
Although the grants are primarily
for encouraging faculty to begin
research efforts, they may be made
to faculty who have an on-going
program of research.
Titles of the research planned for
the summer of 1968 include: "Joe
Scott and the Anglo-American Bal-
lad Tradition," Dr. Ives; "A pro-
posal for Preparing Editions of Se-
lected Compositions by C.P.E.
Bach," Dr. Jacobs; "A Preliminary
Theory of Compensatory Mobiliza-
tion," Dr. Tsurutanit "A Reevalua-
tion of the Influence of Jules La-
Forgue on Modern Poetry," Dr.
Halperin: "The Pleistocene Geologi-
cal History of a Portion of North-
western Maine," Dr. Borns.
Also, "An Investigation of En-
hanced Diffusion Processes in •
Radio-Frequency Gas Discharge,"
Dr. Harmon; "Arousal as a Func-
tion of Perceived Locus of Con-
trol and Task Skill Require-
ments," Prof. Ryekman; "Nene°.
anatomical Correlates of Behav-
ior in Two Inbred Strains of
Rats," Dr. Abelson; "Uneonscion-
ability in the Consumer Credit
Transaction," Dr. Span og le ;
"CromwelCs Navy and the Foreign
Policy of the Protectorate, 1653-
1658," Dr. Rattiek.
Also. "Molecular Alignment in
Liquid Crystals Owing to Electric
Fields." Dr. Carr; and "An Investi-
gation of Dimension in K-metric
Spaces," Dr. Murphy.
Qat the 64a4ta Biala?
Buy "Ubris" and freak out. It you think a nickel
bag will turn you on, try our 750 trip. Pushers
may be found lurking outside the Bear's Den,
TRAVEL WITH NSA-
The Official
Student Travel Bureau
Save up to 60% on air fares and
accommodation in Europe.
Only the National Student .-ks,ociat;on can ()tier
you these savings, because we are a non-profit
organization, run exclusively for students.
Look at NSA's unique travel services.
• International Student I.D. Card which gives you
huge savings on lodging, restaurants, transportation,
museums, galleries, theaters and stores.
*Student Trips and Study Programs. A complete
selection of trips, tours, and study programs.
A unique opportunity to meet and get to know
students from other countries.
a Official Student Travel Publications, which give
you a wealth of information on accommodations,
transportation, restaurants, sights, nightlife,
shopping. All tailored to student tastes and budgets.
Start your planning now. See your Campus
Travel Rep or clip the Coupon.
11.S.National Student Association Eli (Dept. N2)
26$ Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.10016.
o Please send me details on wur student trawl ,.er‘ae
and the I.D. card.
[3 Trips and Study programs.
Ej American Programs
Name 
Address
City State Zip 
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"still getting started"
U. Maine hosts debaters
Three months ago the experts
could have said that the "Maine"
debate team was just having a late
start this year, or that the pile up of
losses was because of the unusual
topic this year. The problem is that
the debate season is well under way.
nearing its climax in March. and the
team is still "getting started-.
This last weekend, February 8
the twentieth annual high school
debate tournament. Schools from
all user the state of Maine and
New England will be competing
for the chains ship trophy for
their sehool.
There will be forty nine high
schools represented and seventy nine
two-man teams all together in both
varsity and novice. 'the run-offs will
be especially interesting this year
as the power houses from Eastern
and Southern Maine, including de-
fending varsity champion—Edward
Little High School. will have to deal
with the polished and well-drilled
teams from out of state, including
defending novive champion—Holy-
oke High School from Alassiichti-
setts.
and 9 brought a 1-7 reeord to
Larry Cole and Cary E. Smith at 
IP
Northwestern linsersity. and a George Washington
1-5 record to Joe rietrow.ki and
John Staples at tn. John's UM- I
versity. Long Island.
Larry and Gary lost to °herby.
and Colgate colleges. Emporia State.
Eastern Illinois, Ohio. Pacific, and
South Dakota universities, while
gaining a well-executed victory over
Georgetown University.
Joe and John tinsierwent three
regular rounds and three powei
rounds, ending up with losses from
Lehigh. Holy Cross. and Shinehill
colleges. St. John's and Columbia
universities. Their conquest of Mat y-
mount College gave them then sin-
gle win for the day.
This week-end finds "Maine"
debater. at h  playing host to
ifts recruiter ban
AsH I NG ION IC PS —George
Washington University has lifted its
ban on military recruiters. The
university, along with Amherst Col-
lege and Columbia University. had
banned recruiters as a result of
Selective Service Director Lewis
Hershey's letter to local draft boards
recommending the induction of anti-
war demonstrators.
George Washington Presiden
Lloyd H. Elliott said the ban was
lifted because of a recent While
House statement that the draft
would not be used to punish demon
Pipes • hookahs • candles
P".\ ehidciic posters • Paper flowers
Underground newspaper, A.. books
10044
4,4 40
Jewei;,, • M..--
Incense • Hells • Burnc
Beads
The GAZEBO
28 Niill !Street (him,
'Trip &nun is, our Light Aholv
Tuesday iiirp Friday till 9 p.
strators and . statement by the Jus-
tice Department that prosecution of
draft violators would he left to the
courts.
Hershey has refused to comment
on the White House statement and
has openly disagreed with the Jus-
tice Department position, but Elliott
said the two statements "clearly
indicate that the courts will provide
the means of redress and protection.
These developments make it possi-
ble for the University to return to
its basic policy of an 'open cam-
Neither Columbia nor Amherst
have announced any plans to rescind
their orders.
Bear hurlers
Varsity baseball coach Jack
Butterfield watches some of
his batferymen work out.
Butterfield issued his first
call for pitchers and catchers
to report for practice early
last week.
Sports Calendar
Friday, February 16—Varsity Skiing, EISA Division II at Orono
Saturday, February 17—Varsity Skiing, EISA Division If at
Orono
—Varsity and Freshman Track, Colby
at Orono, hUOp. m.
—Varsity Basketball, University of
Rhode Island at Orono, 7:35 p. m.
—Freshman Basketball, Ricker Frosh at
Orono, 5:35 p. m.
Wednesday, February 2I—Varsity and Freshman Basketball,
Bowdoin at Orono, 5:35 p. m.
Candidates
Train for six months.
And we'll give you about $2 million
worth of assets to manage.
How's that sound for responsibility?
Here's the deal. You successfully complete Atlantic
Richfield's Marketing Training Program—which
takes from four to six months. Then, you'll be
responsible for the success of about 15 Atlantic
Richfield Service stations Worth about 52 million.
You'll make them grow Recruit dealers. Turn them
into successful businessmen by guiding them in
sales. financial and operational management.
And from this assignment. ycu can grow into line
and staff management of sales. advertising, market
wale.
ar 
_t
•
Six of the eight candidates for election of W.A.A. officers
gather amiably in Lengyel Lounge. They are left to right,
Louise Burr and Joan Sawyer for treasurer; Lois Smith and
Meredith Barker for president; Jerry Waterhouse for corres-
ponding secretary; Cheryl Waterman for recording secre-
tary. Absent were Gayle Demers and Anson Leighton who
are running for vice-president.
research, sales promotion, real estate, training and
employee relations.
From the word "go. • it demands a take-charge kind
of guy. Responsible. Persistent. Able to do it your
way with only limited supervision.
If its responsibility you want—ask your Placement
Office to arrange an interview with the Atlantic
Richfield Marketing representative.
He's due on your campus on March 13th
Sparks are flying at
AtlanticRichfieldCompany
making things happen with petroleum energy 
WAA to elect
officers; rent
snow equipment
At noon February 20. Lniversay
cafeterias will be the scene of WAA
officer elections for 1968. On that
day, each girl will vote for officers
to head WAA from February 1968
to February 1969. Nominated for
offices are: president, Lois Smith
or Meredith Barker; vice president.
Gayle Demers or Allison Leighton:
corresponding secretary. Rosemary
Warren or Jerry Waterhouse; trea-
surer, Louise Burr or Joan Sawyer.
The nominations were made at the
first WAA meeting this spring.
Snow equipment will again be
available for rental from WAA
beginning Friday. February 16.
On Friday afternoon. from 4 to 5,
snowshoe, and toboggan. ran be
rented for $1 and $2. re.pectisely.
Anyone renting equipment this
year will hese to sign a contrast
with WAA$ the renter will be held
responsible for any damage done
to the equipment in her posses-
skis. Equipment rented on Friday
must be returned to Lengyel gym
between 4 anti S the following
Monday.
4 4
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Styrnamen lose
to Brown track
team in opener
by Russ Potter
Brown University's powerful track
....Tquads took both varsity and fresh-
man honors against the Maine track.
men in a dual meet Saturday at
Providence. Brown won the varsity
*meet 72-31 over the Black Bears.
The Bear Cubs fared little better,
dropping their meet 60-44 to the
Brown Yearlings.
It was the first meet of the indoor
season. Coach Ed Sty ma felt that
the long lay-off for finals and semes-
ter break were responsible for much
of the tecei'.. ;IL:it:pointing perform-
ance. The Maine varsity was able to
grab only one first place in a dozen
events.
Gene Benner won the 45-yard
high hurdles for the lone Maine
first. Distance runner Al Legasse ran
his fastest two-mile ever but against
the tough Brown Bruins it was only
good for second place.
The highlight of the frosh meet
*was Tim Johnson's record-setting
pole vault of 13' 21/4".
Saturday the Black Bears host
Colby with its Olympic-class runner,
11Sibsilio Manus, called by Coach
Styrna "one of the best runners in
the country." Both the varsity and
freshman will be trying to start the
home season off on the right foot.
The varsity indoor track schedule
has been revised. The remainder of
the schedule is as follows:
reb. 17 Colby I p. m.
24 Boston University 1 p. tn.
Mar. 2 Yankee Conference 1 p.m.
9 USTFF Meet 1 p. m.
16 at New Hampshire I p. in.
Continued from Page 14
Peace Corps officials, however.
claim these figures should not be
interpreted as meaning the Corps
is losing its appeal to students. "The
decrease is attributable to the style
of recruiting in the fall of 1966
compared to that in 1967," one
official explained. "In late 1966, we
put on a major recruiting drive
• which hit its peak in November.
In 1967, however, we visited 25 per
cent fewer schools in the fall. Dur-
ing the current academic year, we
null have our major recruiting effort
in the spring."
Since most Peace Corp. volun-
teers come directly from the
campus, the Corp. recruiting fig-
ures are based on the academic
year. SO far. application. this
year are running about 1,000 be-
hind last year. ` ltui with our ma-
jor recruiting drise still ahead of
Ii,. we expect to at least equal
last year's figures," Vaughn says.
Despite efforts by Corps officials
to convince the public that it is not
losing its appeal, officials admit the
Corp, is more controversial on the
campus today than at any other
time in its history.
The main reason for this. Vaughn
said. "is a feeling that we are an
official part of the Establishment."
One government official explained,
"Before the United States became
deeply involved in Vietnam. young
people did not mind so much being
associated with the government, but
now they do."
• However. Vaughn says the ex.
molding group of 'indent radicals
who want to be completely dis-
associated with the gosernment is
not affecting the Peace Corps.
"R e don't in any sense, or never
has,, tried to tailor as message
for the activist. Our message is
more to the co el, and the
concerned ran be of Almost any
political stripe," he said in an in-
terview.
But Vaughn admits Peace Corps
recruiting on campuses is more
difficult now than it was several
years ago. "Most campuses are boil-
ing," he said. "There is more noise
and more turmoil, which makes it
much harder for us to get our mes-
sage through." A few years ago it
was easy for a recruiter to talk with
students, he said "But now there's
a lot of rivalry, and it's harder to
get that conversation for a half
hour "
Close shave
The Maine Campus Page Nineteen
Skier Doug Thompson
shaves a flag on the shalom
course during the alpine
events.
Women's PE Dept.
to hold Major Day
Major Day will take place Satur-
day, February 17. from 9:30 to
2:00 at Lengyel gym. As a project
of the women's division of the Uni-
versity of Maine PEM Club, Major
Day will bring together Maine high
school girls who are interested in
majoring in physical education.
A tour of the facilities of Lengyel
gym will begin the day for the
seventy-five high school girls ex-
pected to attend. During the day,
discussion groups will be conducted
by some of the fifty women phys.
ed. majors participating in Major
Day. These groups will deal with:
"What is Phys. Ed.?", "Opportunity
Through Phys. Ed." the physical
education program at the Universi-
ty of Maine, and general college
life.
Between discussion groups the
high school girls will see sports
demonstrations by individual phys.
ed. majors and by University of
Maine sports clubs.
Major Day, a project of the PEM
club, was organized by co-chairmen
Erica Christensen and Mary Mer-
rill. It is designed to familiarize
prospective phys. ed. majors with
the program and facilities offered
by the University of Maine.
Square and Folk Dancing
Classes and instruction every
Wednesday night from 8-9:30 p.m.
in Lengyel Hall.
BEAR FACTS
by D. A. Steward
Last week varsity baseball coach Jack Butterfield began
preparing for the 1968 season by calling for pitchers and
catchers to report for first practice. A total of 21 hatterymen,
15 pitchers and 6 catchers, showed up for workouts in the
Orono field house. Other prospective players are to report
in about two weeks.
Anchoring the pitching squad will be the only three re-
turning lettermen—Gordon Engstrom, a senior Business Ad-
ministration major from Dover Foxcroft; Bruce Stafford, a
junior Business Administration major from Pittsfield; and
Charlie Walker, a junior History major from Mount Vernon.
The boys are all righthanders, but not quite all Business.
The three best-looking catchers are Joe Hoop, a junior
Millinocketonian from the Mathematics Department; John
Wolfgram, a sophomore linebacker from Marblehead (you
figure out if he wears a helmet or not); and Pete Meagher, a
sophomore Education major from Augusta.
Butterfield expects most of his troubles to come in find-
ing, or manufacturing, a catcher, a third baseman, anti some
more pitchers.
The season opens on April Fool's Day at Wake Forest
with the first contest of a five-game early' spring tour through
North Carolina. The Bears will also meet Elon College,
Pfeiffer College, and the University of North Carolina twice
on their Southern Spree.
The regular season starts on April 20 when the Bears
travel to Durham, New Hampshire to do battle with the
Wildcats of UNH. Last year the diamond demons were 15
and 7 overall and won the State Series with a record of 6 and
0. The first home game will he on April 30 against Bowdoin.
APPRAISE YOUR STUDY HAW'S And ATTITUDES
FREE
Contwct the
TESTING AND GOUNSELING SERVICE
102 Education Building
'68 Chevrolet—Sale savings now on specially
equipped Impala V8s:
Impala V8 Sport Coupe, 4-Door Sedan and
Station Wagons—equipped with beauty and
protection extras—are yours to
choose from. Save money, too,
ordering custom feature packages
like power steering and brakes.
GM
UK.
You've got nothing to gain
by settling for less car.
'68 Chevelle—Prices start lower
than any other mid-size car's.
Sized to your needs, both in 112"
and 116" wheelbases. Chevelle
delivers big-Chevy ride and comfort
in a mid-size car at your kind of price.
( not even money)
'68 Camaro—lowest priced of all
leading sportsters.
Sporty like Corvette, yet with family-style
room. Features like Astro Ventilation and a
327-cu.-in. standard V8. No wonder Comoros
popularity is growing faster than any other
sportster's in the industry.
Now you can "customize" your Camaro
With bold new striping, mag-spoke wheel
covers, a spoiler out back, new "hounds-
tooth" upholstery plus four new colors for
Camaro: Corvette Bronze, British Green,
Rallye Green and Le Mans Blue.
Be smart. Be sum Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's.
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Bear record at 5-12
U-Maine cagers cop one, drop two
by D. A. Steward
With 17 of 24 gair-s already in
the records. the Maine Basketball
team stands 5-12 and appears to be
headed for one of the worst seasons
since Brian McCall became head
coach in 1958 ... at least in the
win-loss column. Still the '67-68
courtiers are far from being the
worst UM quintet to take the floor
in ten years. Thus far the stunted
Black Bear quintet has been out-
scored 1413 to 1342 by the opposi-
tion, an average of 4.2 points per
game. and has lost by scores of
five, three, two, two. and one.
What success the Bears have
had can be attributed primarily to
the rebounding of Hugh Camp-
bell, without whom the Maine
team would have to beg to get
the ball, and the shooting of Jim
Stephenson.
The Bears ventured to Bates on
February 6, and were upset by an
underdog Bobcat five 89-88. Maine
led 42-41 shortly before intermis-
sion. but Bates spurted to take the
lead 49-44 at halftime. The Bob-
cats built their lead to 12 points in
the second half, but Campbell and
Russ Vickery sparked a drive that
brought Maine to within two points
in the final minute. With 12 seconds
on the clock Ira Mahakian of Bates
connected on a foul shot that made
the score 89-86. With three seconds
left, Jim Stephenson scored from
the floor for Maine. but the Bobcats
held the ball for the victory.
The same night saw the Bear
Cubs down the Bates Frosts 6l-43,
with Dennis Stanley scoring 23
points to take the scoring honors.
The following evening the Bears
.ere back in Orono facing St.
Anselm's. Maine jumped into the
lead immediately on a field goal
by Toni Farrell and remained
ahead until the final buzzer. At
halftime Maine led 4443, but
during the second stanza, St. An-
selm's closed the gap under the
leadership of Mike Sadowski, a
sophomore forward who tallied 19
of his 21 points in the second
half. With 2:39 on the clock the
score stood Maine 72, SA 68. In
the remaining time, Sadowski
scored twice from the field for
the only SA tallies, and Maine
made 8 for 9 from the line
along with two from the floor to
clinch the contest 84-72. Jim Ste-
phenson was top popper with 27
points, followed by Sadowski and
then by Chapman of SA with 19.
In the preliminaries, the frosts
beat the quint from MCI 81-75 be-
hind the shooting of Dennis Stanley.
who totaled 25 points. This stretched
the Cubs' winning streak to eight
games, despite the loss of top scorer
Craig Randall.
When the University of Connecti-
cut came to Orono in January, the
Huskies suffered a near upset at the
hands of the Bears, winning by a
mere two points. Last Saturday they
made up for it in Storrs by drubbing
Maine roundly in a 93-69 runaway.
Maine outrebounded the Huskies
62-56 and held All-YC center Bill
Corley down very effectively, but
the UConn's severely out-shot the
Maine five and had the benefit of
29 turnovers.
Another factor in the rout was
Tim Smith, who rolled out 29
points in his role as game-leading
scorer. Campbell, who outre-
bounded Corky with a personal
season's high of 19 nabs, and
Stephenson led the Bears with 22
each.
Saturday Maine travels to King-
ston, Rhode Island to meet URI for
the second time this year (first
game; URI 103, UM 68); and the
same night the Cubs meet the
Ricker Frosts again (first game;
UM 89, R 74). On Wednesday
both teams will be in Brunswick
for their first outings against Bow-
doin
join a firm that'll
give you executive
responsibility your
first day at work.
Now, that's a pretty funny thing for a I-
civilian firm to say. A boss? Right out of
college? The first day?
But the Air Force can make such offers.
As an officer in the world's largest
technological organization you're a
leader.Engineer.Scientist.Administrator.
Right where the Space Age break-
throughs are happening.
Or how about the executive respon-
sibility of a test pilot clocking 2,062 mph
in a YF-12A jet?
That could be you, too.
But you don't have to be a pilot in the
Air Force to move fast. With your college
degree you zip into Officer Training
School, spin out an officer, speed on
your way as an executive, in the fore-
front of modern science and technology.
Right on the ground.
The Air Force moves pretty fast.
Think it over. A man's career can
sometimes move pretty slow.
United States Air Force
Box A, Dept. SCP-82
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
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Fred Kent, a junior anthro-
pology major from Rum-
ford, is shown here in com-
petition in the Colby Winter.,
Carnival last weekend. That
Sunday Kent also won a
Class C event held on Saddle-
back Mountain in Rangely.
Skiers place second
at Colby snow fest
The University of Maine ski team
placed second in the Colby Winter
Carnival Ski Meet in Waterville,
Friday and Saturday.
The host team snapped up at least
the first two places in all four events,
scoring 399.3 points to 357.5 for the
Black Bear skiers and 342.3 for
special contest ts hen Me Unit ersity
hosts the Division Two Eastern In-
tercollegiate Ski Association Cham-
pionships on Friday and Saturday,
February 16 arid 17.
The slalom events will be held
Friday at Sugarloaf instead of at
Bald Mountain, as previously sched-
uled. The change is due to poor ski-
ing conditions.
Sunday at Saddleback skiers from The jumping and cross country
the Maine squad showed their prow- events will be held on campus this
eat in taking three of the top four coming Saturday. Jumping begins at
places in the Class C event, Fred 9 a. m. on the Bennoch Road facili-
Kent finished first, Rich Garrett see- ties while cross country is to be run
ond, and Doug Thompson fourth, over a course laid out behind the,
Campus ski I•uffs are in for a Field.House at 2 p. m.
•Riflers 4th in invitational
The Black Bear snipers attended
the 12th annual Coast Guard Invi-
tational match in New London last
Saturday, placing fourth in the close,
stiff competition afforded by some
of the top rifle teams on the Eastern
Seaboard.
The Citadel won the match with
a score of 1,100—only 6 points
above last year's champs from North
Georgia. West Virginia was third
with 1.089, and Maine fourth with
1,086.
Scoring laurels for the Bears went
to Jim Bouford with 280. Other
scores were Dennis Burgess 276,
Charles Smart 269, and Dave St.
Cyr 261.
The Maine team, still maintaining
a long undefeated streak in dual
meet competition, will make their
next outing the NRA Regionals at
Norwich on March 16.
lAWS •
MUAB MOVIES
Friday, February 16
"Flight of the Phoenix"
James Stewart Peter Finch Ernest Horizonte
7:00 and 9:30 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
Admission 500
Saturday, February 17
"Modesty Blaise"
Monica Vigil, Terence Stamp
Hauck Auditorium 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Admission 500
Tuesday, February 20
Poetry Hour
Dean Shaw
"Nahuatl (Pre-Hispanic Mexican)
Poetry"
Main Lounge 4:00 p.m.
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